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Abstract
With the stunning success of the Internet, information and communication tech-
nologies diffused increasingly attracting more uses to join the the Internet arsenal
which in turn accelerates the traffic growth. This growth rate does not seem to slow
down in near future. Networking devices support these traffic growth by offering an
ever increasing transmission and switching speed, mostly due to the technological
advancement of microelectronics granted by Moore’s Law. However, the comparable
growth rate of the Internet and electronic devices suggest that capacity of systems
will become a crucial factor in the years ahead.
Besides the growth rate challenge that electronic devices face with respect to traf-
fic growth, networking devices have always been characterized by the development
of proprietary architectures. This means that incompatible equipment and architec-
tures, especially in terms of configuration and management procedures. The major
drawback of such industrial practice, however, is that the devices lack flexibility and
programmability which is one of the source of ossification for today’s Internet.
Thus scaling or modifying networking devices, particularly routers, for a de-
sired function requires a flexible and programmable devices. Software routers (SRs)
based on personal computers (PCs) are among these devices that satisfy the flexi-
bility and programmability criteria. Furthermore, the availability of large number
of open-source software for networking applications both for data as well as con-
trol plane and the low cost PCs driven by PC-market economy scale make software
routers appealing alternative to expensive proprietary networking devices. That is,
while software routers have the advantage of being flexible, programmable and low
cost, proprietary networking equipments are usually expensive, difficult to extend,
program, or otherwise experiment with because they rely on specialized and closed
hardware and software.
Despite their advantages, however, software routers are not without limitation.
The objections to software routers include limited performance, scalability problems
and lack of advanced functionality. These limitations arose from the fact that a single
server limited by PCI bus width and CPU is given a responsibility to process large
amount of packets. Offloading some packet processing tasks performed by the CPU
to other processors, such as GPUs of the same PC or external CPUs, is a viable
approach to overcome some of these limitations.
In line with this, a distributed Multi-Stage Software Router (MSSR) architec-
ture has been proposed in order to overcome both the performance and scalability
issues of single PC based software routers. The architecture has three stages: i)
a front-end layer-2 load balancers (LBs), open-software or open-hardware based,
that act as interfaces to the external networks and distribute IP packets to ii) back-
end personal computers (BEPCs), also named back-end routers in this thesis, that
provide IP routing functionality, and iii) an interconnection network, based on Eth-
ernet switches, that connects the two stages. Performance scaling of the architecture
is achieved by increasing the redundancy of the routing functionality stage where
multiple servers are given a coordinated task of routing packets. The scalability
problem related to number of interfaces per PC is also tackled in MSSR by bundling
two or more PCs’ interfaces through a switch at the front-end stage. The overall
architecture is controlled and managed by a control entity named Virtual Control
Processor (virtualCP), which runs on a selected back-end router, through a DIST
protocol. This entity is also responsible to hide the internal details of the multistage
software router architecture such that the whole architecture appear to external
network devices as a single device.
However, building a flexible and scalable high-performance MSSR architecture
requires large number of independently, but coordinately, running internal compo-
nents. As the number of internal devices increase so does the architecture control
and management complexity. In addition, redundant components to scale perfor-
mance means power wastage at low loads. These challenges have to be addressed
in making the multistage software router a functional and competent network de-
vice. Consequently, the contribution of this thesis is to develop an MSSR centralized
management system that deals with these challenges. The management system has
two broadly classified sub-systems:
I) power management: a module responsible to address the energy inefficiency in
multistage software router architecture
II) unified information management: a module responsible to create a unified man-
agement information base such that the distributed multistage router architec-
ture appears as a single device to external network from management informa-
tion perspective.
The distributed multistage router power management module tries to minimize
the energy consumption of the architecture by resizing the architecture to the traffic
demand. During low load periods only few components, especially that of routing
functionality stage, are required to readily give a service. Thus it is wise to device
a mechanism that puts idle components to low power mode to save energy during
low load periods. In this thesis an optimal and two heuristic algorithms, namely
on-line and off-line, are proposed to adapt the architecture to an input load demand.
We demonstrate that the optimal algorithm, besides having scalability issue, is an
off-line approach that introduce service disruption and delay during the architecture
reconfiguration period. In solving these issues, heuristic solutions are proposed and
their performance is measured against the optimal solution. Results show that the
algorithms fairly approximate the optimal solution and use of these algorithms save
up to 57.44% of the total architecture energy consumption during low load periods.
The on-line algorithms are superior among the heuristic solutions as it has the
advantage of being less disruptive and has minimal service delay.
Furthermore, the thesis shows that the proposed algorithms will be more efficient
if the architecture is designed keeping in mind energy as one of the design parameter.
In achieving this goal three different approaches to design an MSSR architecture are
proposed and their energy saving efficient is evaluated both with respect to the
optimal solution and other similar cluster design approaches.
The multistage software router is unique from a single device as it is composed of
independently running components. This means that the MSSR management infor-
mation is distributed in the architecture since individual components register their
own management information. It is said, however, that the MSSR internal devices
work cooperatively to appear as a single network device to the external network.
The MSSR architecture, as a single device, therefore requires its own management
information base which is built from the management information bases dispersed
among internal components. This thesis proposes a mechanism to collect and or-
ganize this distributed management information and create a single management
information base representing the whole architecture. Accordingly existing SNMP
management communication model has been modified to fit to distributed multi-
stage router architecture and a possible management architecture is proposed. In
compiling the management information, different schemes has been adopted to deal
with different SNMP management information variables. Scalability analysis shows
that proposed management system scales well and does not pose a threat to the
overall architecture scalability.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Internet traffic is growing at faster rate as more and more bandwidth hungry
applications and services such as audio and video streaming are deployed. The
proliferation of tablets, mobile phones, and other smart devices are driving up the
demand for connectivity as well. In addition, with the stunning success of the In-
ternet, information and communication technologies diffused increasingly attracting
more uses to join the the Internet arsenal which in turn accelerates the traffic growth.
This growth rate does not seem to slow down in near future [1, 2].
Networking devices support these traffic growth by offering an ever increasing
transmission and switching speed, mostly due to the technological advancement of
microelectronics granted by Moore’s Law [3]. However, the comparable growth rate
of the Internet and electronic devices suggest that capacity of systems will become
a crucial factor in the years ahead. Given the current trend of increase in system
capacity and traffic growth, the former will lag by a factor of 10 over the same time
period [4].
Besides the growth rate challenge that networking devices face with respect to
traffic growth, they have always been characterized by the development of propri-
etary architectures. This means that incompatible equipments and architectures,
especially in terms of configuration and management procedures. The major draw-
back of such industrial practice, however, is that the devices lack flexibility and
programmability which is one of the source of ossification in the Internet [5]. For
instance networking devices, more importantly those deployed at the core of the In-
ternet, shows such inflexibility that deploying simple changes to a network to adapt
to a traffic demand incurs huge cost due to required upgrade or even equipment re-
placement. Fixing problems and introducing new features is almost difficult because
of unavailability of devices’ software source codes.
Thus scaling or modifying networking devices, particularly routers, for a desired
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function requires flexible and programmable devices. Software routers (SRs) 1 are
among the devices that satisfy the flexibility and programmability criteria. Because
of the aforementioned challenges related to real hardware routers, the technique of
modifying PCs and using them as a router is an appealing alternative. Modifications
to a PC include but not limited to attaching two or more network interface cards
(NICs) that connect different networks, upgrading the current hardware to improve
performance, installing networking applications, etc.
The flexibility and programmability feature of software router comes from the
fact that the hardware is available from multi-vendor at low cost and the large
availability of open-source software for networking application, such as Linux [6]
and Click Modular Router [7] for the data plane, as well as eXtensible Open Router
Platform (XORP) [8] and Quagga [9] for control plan. However software routers are
not without limitation. Most criticisms to single PC based software routers include
limited performance such as routing capability, lack of scalability such as number of
interface and lack of advanced functionalities.
In the following a multistage software router architecture, proposed to address
single PC based software router limitations, will be introduced (Section 1.1), and
then we point out what is considered the main open issues in multistage architecture
(Section 1.2). The analysis of such open issues leads to present the goal and the
research questions addressed in this thesis (Section 1.3). Finally, the outline of this
thesis is presented (Section 1.4).
1.1 Multistage software router architecture
High-end performance can not be obtained easily today with routers based on a
single PC architecture. State-of-the-art PC based routers and switches have a
potential for switching up to few Gbps if the packet processing is performed by
the CPU [10–12] or few tens of Gbps if a specialized packet processing is imple-
mented [13]. While such capacity is more than enough for a large number of appli-
cations, by no means comparable to carrier-grade equipments that scales as high as
92 Tbps [14].
The scalability and performance limitation of single PC based software routers
arose from the fact that PCs are limited by Peripheral Component Interconnect
(PCI) bus and processing capacity as shown in Figure 1.1. Figure 1.1(a) shows
throughput for single PC software router having the following specification: PCI -
X Intel PRO/1000 Gigabit Ethernet line cards, a single Intel Xeon CPU running at
2.6 GHz, equipped with 1 Gigabyte 128-bit wide, 200 MHz double data rate (DDR)
RAM, and PCI-X bus running at 133 MHz, that is, with 8 Gbps bandwidth as
1Software router is a term denoting a personal computer, equipped with two or more network
cards, designated to do the task of routing packets between networks.
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(a) thoughput (b) saturation forwarding rate
Figure 1.1. Single PC software router performance
the baseline system [10, 15]. The plot clearly depicts the impact of packet size on
performance, showing that a single PC can only reach about 640 kpps (kilo packet
per second), considering the minimum-size Ethernet frames. For smaller Ethernet
frames the bottleneck stem from the maximum packet rate that the PC architecture
can forward because of CPU availability and memory-read-latency constraint.
On the other hand, Figure 1.1(b) shows the source of the bottleneck as the packet
size increases. This time the number of interfaces increase to eight 1 Gigabyte cards
to evaluate the routers performance under multiple flows simultaneously crossing the
router. The maximum throughput is limited to about 4 Gbps, which corresponds
to the PCI bus bandwidth that must be crossed twice by each packet to be stored
into the RAM, processed, and then transmitted [10,15].
It is possible that the maximum throughput a single PC can sustain is further
reduced if more complex operations that increase per-packet processing time must
be performed by the CPU; for example, imposing access control list (ACL) rules,
network address translation (NAT) operations, and so on.
Optimizing Linux network stack to eliminate per-packet memory management
overhead and to process packets in batch and/or offloading core packet processing
operations (such as IP table lookup or IPsec encryption) to Graphics Processing
Units (GPUs) enhances software routers performance by many folds as shown in
Figure 1.2. The platform is called PacketShader [13]. Figures 1.2(a) and 1.2(b)
show IP packet forwarding performance of PacketShader for all packet sizes. The
CPU+GPU mode reaches close to the maximum throughput of 40 Gbps. While this
requires modification in kernel source codes, it demonstrates that software routers
have capacity to route few tens of Gbps. Despite this progress, however, software
routers based on single PC still lag behind their specialized hardware based routers
counterpart.
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(a) IPv4 forwarding (b) IPv6 forwarding
Figure 1.2. Performance measurement of PacketShader
Given these single PC based router bottlenecks, a foreseeable approach to attain
high-end performance in software routers is to offload packet processing tasks to
external CPUs. That is, to scale software routers to larger size and to achieve
higher performance, a distributed architectures composed by several PCs should be
sought for [11, 13, 15–17]. In line with this, a Multi-Stage Software Router (MSSR)
architecture depicted in Figure 1.3 has been proposed [15]. In building a high
performance software router, the multistage architecture exploits classical PCs as
elementary switching elements. It is an attempt to scale the capacity of networking
devices, routers in particular, in an incremental way. Besides convenient scaling,
multistage software router has the advantage of being flexibility and reconfigurability
as it implements open-source networking application software both in its control and
data plane. The architecture has the following three stages:
I) the layer-2 front-end Load Balancers (LBs) acting as the interfaces to the
external networks. LBs are also responsible to distribute IP packets to back-end
routers. Several algorithms such as simple round-robin scheme, more complex
algorithms that, for example, guarantee in sequence routing of packets [18] or
balance packets to a particular back-end router based on quality of service (QoS)
parameters can be implemented in distributing packets to back-end stage. Load
balancing is obtained simply by setting the destination MAC address of the
Ethernet frame, so that the correct back-end router Ethernet NIC is addressed.
Load balancers implementation can be either hardware-based (such as Field-
programmable gate array (FPGA) based) or software-based (PCs running Click
Modular Router [7]).
II) the back-end PCs (also referred as back-end routers) providing layer-3 rout-
ing functionality. Back-end routers are PCs running Linux as the data plane
and XORP or Quagga as the control plane and share the same routing table
providing several parallel forwarding paths in the architecture.
III) an interconnection network based on Ethernet switches to interconnect the two
4
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stages: the back-end PCs and the load balancer stages
The data plane operation in the three stages can be visualized as follows: When
packet arrives at the router input port, it is
• received by an LB front-NIC, processed by the balancer CPU to perform simple
and fast load balancing among back-end routers, and then transmitted by the
LBs back-NIC toward the interconnection network;
• switched by the interconnection network to an appropriate back-end router
NIC;
• received by a back-end router and processed by its CPU to perform the re-
quired packet operations, then transmitted toward the interconnection net-
work;
• switched by the interconnection network to a proper LB back-NIC;
• received by a LB back-NIC, processed by the balancer CPU to switch the
packet toward the appropriate front-NIC, then transmitted toward the next-
hop node.
From control plane perspective, the multistage architecture comprises an entity
named virtual Control Processor (virtualCP) that manages, controls and configures
the whole architecture [19]. The virtualCP is implemented by choosing one of the
5
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back-end routers as a master node and this node runs all the routing protocols. LBs
redirect all the routing protocol traffic to this master node. An internal control
protocol named DIST, that cooperates strictly with the routing software, has been
developed to:
(I) coordinate the routing process among back-end routers and the load balancing
function among LBs;
(II) configure the architecture; and
(III) provide automatic fault recovery mechanisms.
The virtualCP is also responsible to present the MSSR architecture to the external
network as a single, large router by hiding the internal architectural detail.
At the cost of control and management complexity, the multistage software router
architecture is able to:
• overcome the performance limitation of single PC based routers by offering
multiple, parallel forwarding paths;
• scale the total number of interfaces an MSSR can host, and as a consequence,
the router capacity;
• improve router performance by incrementally adding/upgrading internal ele-
ments seamlessly;
• recover from faults through automatic reconfiguration of the internal elements;
• provide functional distribution, to overcome single PC CPU limitations, for
example, allowing the offloading of CPU intensive tasks such as filtering/cryp-
tography to dedicated PC
Note that routing capacity and number of interfaces scaling simply involves increas-
ing the number and/or capacity of the back-end routers and the front stage PCs
respectively. The interconnecting switch can also be duplicated for capacity scaling
or if redundancy is required.
1.2 Open issues in multistage software router
Like many networking devices, the MSSR is typically designed for the peak load.
Therefore, a high-end MSSR architecture might require tens or hundreds of PCs.
Let’s demonstrate this through a practical example. Suppose we want to design a
MSSR equivalent to a Juniper T320 core router that supports up to sixteen 10 Gbps
ports and has 160 Gbps forwarding capacity [20]. The following internal components
are available:
6
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• back-end routers with 5.5 Gbps forwarding capacity and equipped with single
10 Gbps interface;
• LBs with two (one internal and one external) 10 Gbps interface;
• a hardware switch with enough capacity to interconnect LBs and routers.
As per this specification, we need 16 LBs, 1 switch and 29 back-end routers to de-
sign a 160 Gbps capable MSSR equivalent to T320 router. That is the architecture
requires a total of 45 PCs and 1 network switch. It is easy to see that this num-
ber increases with performance. As the number of internal devices increase, the
multistage software router architecture faces two challenges.
First, control and management complexity increases with the number of internal
devices. The virtualCP has to communicate to each device to infer their operation
status, update them with control messages, detect any abnormalities and take mea-
sure, etc. Furthermore, individual internal devices register their own management
information system. Thus, the virtualCP has to collect this information and build
a management information system that represents the whole architecture. All these
tasks create complexity in controlling and managing the architecture. This com-
plexity problem has partially been solved from the control plane perspective [19].
Second, performance scaling implies a high level of redundancy at the back-end
stage which translates into a source of energy wastage during low traffic periods.
Thus, at low load MSSR architecture is not efficient from energy cost perspective.
For example the T320 equivalent MSSR has 20 back-end routers but only few of
them are needed at low loads. From high load perspective, energy consumption
could threaten the scalability feature of the MSSR architecture. That is as more
and more performance is needed, it might not be realistic to increase the number of
internal devices from energy consumption perspective.
Dealing with some of these challenges that the multistage architecture faces is
the task of this thesis as detailed in the following subsection.
1.3 Goal, research questions and approach
In light of the reasoning so far, the goal of this thesis is to develop a centralized
MSSR management system that (i) collects and compiles a unified management in-
formation system, and (ii) resize the MSSR architecture to the input traffic in an
efficient way such that the power wastage is minimized during low load periods. In
achieving this goal, an answer for the following research questions will be sought-
after:
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Research Question 1: What is the state-of-the-art in distributed architecture
information management and energy saving?
Research Question 2: What are the possible approaches that make MSSR
architecture energy consumption proportional to the input load demand?
Research Question 3: Which MSSR configuration best suits for resizing the
architecture such that the energy wastage is minimized over a specified period?
Research Question 4: How to build a unified management information base
(MIB) that represents the MSSR architecture?
The objective of Research Question 1 is to identify the main contributions and
research trends in distributed information management and energy saving techniques
in a network so far. A literature study is performed to present a structured overview
of the research field.
Research Question 2 tries to look for the right approaches to resize the MSSR
architecture to the load demand such that the energy saving achieved will be as
close as the optimal solution. The optimal algorithm is based on an optimization
problem and two other viable energy saving heuristics are identified: an off-line
algorithm named two-step algorithm and an on-line algorithm called a differential
on-line algorithm. The two-step algorithm solves the energy minimization problem
by splitting the optimal problem into two steps: router and link power optimization
steps. While the two steps are optimal individually, the combined solution, however,
is not. This divide-and-conquer approach reduces the optimal problem complexity
at the cost of solution quality but scales well to a practical multistage router archi-
tecture size. The differential on-line algorithm; being a heuristic solution, it has the
obvious scalability advantage and also, unlike the optimal and two-step algorithm,
it reduces service disruption and/or minimize delay. This is because it builds a
new solution on top of existing one which is not the case for the other two algo-
rithms. The energy saving achieved by two-step and differential on-line algorithms
are compared to the optimal solution to measure their performance. Results show
that the proposed algorithms result in load proportional MSSR energy consumption
and fairly approximate the optimal solution.
However, the performance of the proposed algorithms to Research Question 2
is different for different input MSSR configurations. Therefore Research Question
3 is meant to design the MSSR configuration such that the operation of energy
saving algorithms will be more efficient. Given a set of group of PCs to be used
for MSSR configuration and an input traffic profile over a specified period, the
problem is to choose an MSSR configuration that is more flexible to tune such that
minimization of the power wastage is maximized during low load periods. The
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energy saving is computed over the input traffic sampling periods. We propose
three MSSR design approaches; namely goal programming, performance-power ratio
heuristic and locally optimal design approaches. The proposed design approaches
energy efficiency is then compared with other existing cluster design approaches and
the optimal solution. It is shown that our design approaches permit up to 10% of
energy saving compared to existing design approaches for similar MSSR architecture
cost.
Finally Research Question 4 deals with distributed management information
gathering and compilation mechanisms. As stated earlier the multistage is com-
posed of large number of autonomous systems that individually register their own
management information. As a single device, however, the MSSR requires a man-
agement information base that represents the whole architecture. This information
base is built from internally dispersed management information bases located in
each internal component which requires collection and compilation. This research
question, therefore, seeks a mechanism to build a unified management system such
that the architecture appear as a single device from management perspective. In
the thesis, after identifying MSSR internal network management requirements, an
SNMP manager-agent communication model is extended to fit the multistage archi-
tecture. The model defines mechanisms to collect data from distributed elements in
a reliable way and aggregate the data to a unified view.
1.4 Thesis outline
The thesis structure closely follows the Research Questions. It is organized as fol-
lows:
• Chapter 2: State-of-the-art: Distributed software routers and man-
agement presents a structured overview of the main contributions so far in
the field of distributed architecture management. It divides the literature sur-
vey into three main categories: software routers, energy saving in networks
and distributed information management.
• Chapter 3: Multistage architecture energy management presents the
different energy saving algorithms. Performance comparison is supported by
simulation results [21,22]. Chapter 4: Energy efficient multistage archi-
tecture design, which closely related to energy saving algorithms, focuses on
designing an energy efficient MSSR architecture [23].
• Chapter 5: Multistage architecture network management investigates
how to create a unified management information base that represents the whole
architecture from internally dispersed management information bases local to
each internal devices [24].
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• Chapter 6: Conclusions finally closes the thesis by drawing conclusions and
identifying directions for future work.
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Chapter 2
State-of-the-art: Distributed
software routers and management
As described in Section 1.1 a multistage software router is a distributed architecture
that is composed of many internal components. The large number of autonomously
running devices could translate into energy consumption and management informa-
tion is distributed among internal components. This requires additional effort to
make the architecture energy efficient and a mechanism to manage the distributed
information system.
In the following, different efforts made by the research community to address
the issue of energy consumption in a network as well as management of distributed
information in similar architecture to multistage will be presented. Software router
related research activities so far will be detailed in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 focuses
on main contributions in power management in distributed architecture while Sec-
tion 2.3 presents different schemes used to manage distributed information systems.
2.1 Software routers
Over the years, viability of software routers as an alternative to expensive and
proprietary networking devices have been studied extensively. Different researchers
also tried to solve the scalability and performance related issue to software routers
to make them practical to deploy in large networks.
Andrea et al. [10, 25] assessed the feasibility of building a high-performance IP
router out of a common PC hardware and open source operating system. Fig. 2.1
shows the saturation transfer rate for Linux and Click, when the routers are crossed
by four traffic flows, either unidirectional (UNI) or bidirectional (BI) for different
Ethernet payload sizes. The results are based on a high-end PC with a Super-Micro
X5DPE-G2 mainboard equipped with one 2.8 GHz Intel Xeon processor and 1 Gbyte
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Figure 2.1. Router transfer rate comparison for different packet sizes
of PC2100 DDR RAM consisting of two interleaved banks, so as to bring the memory
bus transfer rate to 4.2 Gbyte/s. Eight 1 Gbps Intel PRO 1000 NICs are installed
on the router to generate the required number of flows. The result shows that the
software router can transfer up to 500 Mbps when handling minimum size packets
and up to 5.5 Gbps when handling 1518 byte packets. For minimum-size Ethernet
frame, it is not possible to route a single 1 Gbps traffic flow even if the PCI bus
bandwidth is 8 Gbps. The main limitation stem from central processing unit (CPU)
overloading and from large host-memory-read latency.
A similar work has been presented in [26, 27] but this time the authors used
FPGA-enhanced NICs to offload the CPU from performing IP routing and directly
transfer packets across the PCI bus, completely bypassing the standard Linux IP
stack. Thus the NIC operation is in fast-path routing mode. Packet transfers on the
PCI-bus are regulated by a distributed (asynchronous) scheduling algorithm based
upon in-band messages exchange among the FPGA-enhanced NICs. This approach
Figure 2.2. Performance of FPGA-enhanced NICs with two-priority traffic
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Figure 2.3. Server forwarding rate for minimal-forwarding application as a func-
tion of different packet-size distribution
also enables a more sophisticated quality-of-service (QoS) oriented classification and
scheduling algorithms to substitute the classical first-in first-out (FIFO) service disci-
pline available on commercial NICs. Fig. 2.2 shows packet classification used jointly
with fast-path routing where high-priority packets receive a better services whereas
only low-priority packets experience losses.
Multi-core servers performance potential is best exploited by parallelizing packet-
processing within a server which enhance single PC based routers [11,17]. The paral-
lelization involves CPU accompanied by memory access (through dedicated memory
controllers and buses) and NICs parallelization (through multiple queues) and lower
level of software stack are built to leverage packet processing parallelization (through
batching). Fig. 2.3 shows the maximum loss-free forwarding rate achieved through
this custom server parallelization when running the minimal-forwarding application
(a traffic arriving at port i is just forwarded to port j with no additional operation).
A 24.6 Gbps forwarding rate is sustained for larger packets without hitting any bot-
tleneck inside the server. That is the performance is limited by the number of NICs
installed on the server. In contrast, the server saturates at 9.7 Gbps or 18.96 Mpps
for the minimum packet size.
Another customized approach to scale monolithic router performance is a plat-
form called PacketShader [13]. PacketShader optimizes Linux network stack to elim-
inate per-packet memory management overhead and to process packets in batch
and/or offloading core packet processing operations (such as IP table lookup or
IPsec encryption) to Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) to enhance single PC based
software router performance as shown in Figure 1.2.
Despite the above mentioned efforts, admittedly, monolithic software routers
do not scale beyond the 10 Gpbs range if packet processing is performed by the
CPU [10–12] or 40 Gbps range if a custom packet processing is implemented [13].
This performance is 2-3 orders of magnitude away from carrier-grade routers that
switch up to 92 Tbps [14]. Thus in scaling single PC software router performance
a different approach based on router functionality distribution to multiple external
CPUs has been proposed recently [11, 15].
Partridge et al. [28] used a combination of multiple line cards (each supporting
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one or more network interfaces) and forwarding engine cards all plugged into a
switched backplane to build a 50 Gbps software router in a custom configuration. It
was the first multigigabit router using conventional CPUs that demonstrate routers
can continue to serve as a key component in high-speed networks.
Recently Bianco et al. proposed one of the possible distributed software router
architecture introduced in Section 1.1 that distribute router functionality into mul-
tiple off-the-shelf commodity PCs [15, 16]. The architecture is named multistage
software router for the reason that the architecture is composed of three stages:
Load balancers, interconnection network and back-end routers (See Section 1.1 for
detail). The authors demonstrate that the performance of a multistage software
router formed by N1 load balancers, each equipped with at least three back-end
NICs, and N2 back-end routers scales as:
Pmin = min(N1 × 1488,N2 × 640)kpps (2.1)
considering a minimum sized packet. The theoretical maximum of 1488 kpps and the
single router forwarding limit of 640 kpps when IP routing is adopted are reported
in Fig. 1.1(a).
Due to the need of high number of ports and performance, the number of PCs
in a multistage architecture could be large. Thus, many internal devices need to
be controlled and configured. In addition, the internal interconnection must appear
to external network as a single entity which again requires a special coordination.
In addressing this issue Bianco et al. [19] proposed a control protocol named DIST
that directly interact with software routing suites such as Quagga and XORP to be
operating system independent. The protocol is responsible to:
(I) coordinate the routing process among back-end routers and the load balancing
function among LBs;
(II) configure the architecture; and
(III) provide automatic fault recovery mechanisms.
The multistage software router has also been extended to virtualized environ-
ment [29] in looking for increased flexibility (scalability, maintenance and consolida-
tion) and easier introduction of new features such as energy saving mechanism. The
authors measured the performance of multistage software router and demonstrated
its feasibility in a virtualized environment.
RouteBricks [11,17] is based on parallelizing router functionality across multiple
servers and within each server. Fig. 2.4 depicts a high-level view of a traditional
router and RouteBricks architecture. In the architecture there is no centralized
components and no component in the architecture need to operate at a rate greater
than cR, where c ranges typically from 2 to 3 and R is the servers’ packet processing
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Figure 2.4. High-level view of a traditional router and a server cluster-based router
capability. The number of ports can increase simply by adding servers to the cluster
which makes the architecture incrementally extensible in terms of number of ports
as well as switching capacity.
A distributed software router architecture named DROP (Distributed SWROuter
Project) is also proposed in [30]. The architecture is partially based on the main
guidelines of the IETF ForCES (Forwarding and Control Element Separation) stan-
dard [31]. DROP allows building logical network nodes through the aggregation of
multiple SRs, which can be devoted to packet forwarding or to control operation.
The authors also provided some performance evaluation using different control plane
tests as defined in RFC 4062 [32].
2.2 Power management in distributed architec-
ture
The global Internet and its thousands of equipments consume an enormous energy
amount and have an impact on global warming. While ICT can make a major con-
tribution to the global response to climate change, by itself however, is responsible
for 2% of global carbon emissions - a similar figure to the global airline industry.
With the ICT sector growing at faster rate, it is imminent that the CO2 emission
by ICT industry grows as well - estimated to be 6% by 2020 [33,34].
Telecoms infrastructure and devices contribute about 25% of the 2020 ICT sector
carbon footprint. However the ICT technology has a silver lining - the substantial
inefficiency in the technology that can be readily addressed. In regard to networking
devices, for example, the energy consumption is proportional to the installed capac-
ity rather than the traffic demand. Thus, devices energy consumption is constant
irrespective of the variability in the load which obviously raise a question on how to
resize the device capacity to a load demand.
While modern hardware and operating systems devised methods at different
levels to save energy in electronic devices, the ever increasing capacity demand is
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generating an increase in power consumption both at device and network level. For
instance, while desktop computers produced in 2003 consume roughly 100-120 W
when used moderately, the same is also true for today’s desktops [35]. On the
infrastructure side, the power dissipation of routers has grown with a 1.4 times
increase in power dissipation for every doubling of capacity [36]. Therefore a common
opinion among network researchers is that the sole introduction of low consumption
silicon technologies may not be enough to curb energy requirements, thus the focus
is shifting towards different areas. For instance, there is an ample opportunity of
saving energy by controlling the devices as well as network topology during low
traffic periods, considering that the networks are typically oversized [37].
Therefore, beginning with a position paper by Gupta et al. [38], researchers in IT
focused on how to save energy in data network holistically. In this section we discuss
state-of-the-art energy saving techniques in a distributed architecture, particularly
clusters similar to the multistage software router architecture.
In line with this, Chase et al. [39] proposed an energy-conscious request switching
paradigm to reduce energy usage for server cluster during low traffic periods. The
switch monitors cluster load and concentrates traffic on the minimal set of servers
that can serve it at a specified utilization and latency. This induces the remaining
idle servers to step down to a low-power state. The proposal basically extends the
load-balancing switches with an energy-conscious routing policy that leverages the
power management features of the back-end servers.
A similar approach is proposed by Pinheiro E. et al. [40]. In this case a system
that dynamically turns cluster nodes on to be able to handle increase in load and
off to save energy during low load periods is proposed. A control-theoretic and load
distribution algorithm makes the cluster reconfiguration decision by considering the
cluster total load and the power and performance implication of changing the current
configuration. The technique saves up to 38% in energy.
Power-aware request distribution [41] is a method of scheduling service requests
among servers in a cluster so that energy consumption is minimized, while main-
taining a particular level of performance. Energy efficiency is obtained by powering
down some servers when the desired quality of service can be met with fewer servers.
The schemes in [39–41] allow energy saving only at the coarse-granularity of the
entire server and/or only homogeneous servers are considered. In multistage archi-
tecture however, besides the back-end routers are heterogeneous in capacity as well
as power consumption, they could have one or more network cards adding another
layer to an optimization problem. Indeed, the minimization of active internal NICs
and/or interfaces on NICs can lead to large energy saving especially in high rated
network cards. For instance a 10 Gbps link consumes in the order of 20 watts [42]. If
we install four of such NIC per PC, then the consumption is proportional to the PC
itself. Therefore the wastage in the network cards needs to be addressed. Moreover,
the heterogeneity requires a mechanism to prioritize the back-end routers according
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to their energy efficiency.
In reducing the granularity, Heath T. et al. [43] designed a cooperative Web
server for a heterogeneous cluster that uses modeling and optimization to minimize
the energy consumed per request. The approach conserves 45% more energy than
an energy-conscious server that was proposed for homogeneous clusters. While their
approach is similar to the optimization problem defined in this thesis, we show that
optimal solution is an off-line solution that results in service disruption. Going
beyond the off-line solution, we propose an on-line heuristic energy saving schemes
in a heterogeneous back-end router cluster.
Two forms of energy saving in a network; namely rate adaptation and sleeping of
network devices, has been proposed as an appealing alternatives [44]. Researchers
exploit these options to save energy in a network through smart topology reconfigu-
ration. Chiaraviglio et al. [45] addressed a network design problem by considering the
minimization of the total power consumed by the network. They proposed heuris-
tics to select a minimum set of routers and links to be used in order to support a
given traffic demand. The main idea is to power off links and even full routers while
guaranteeing QoS constraints such as maximum link utilization. A novel energy
reduction approach at the network level by considering nodes capable of adapting
their performance to the actual load has also been proposed in [46]. While those
researchers focus on energy-aware routing, this thesis focuses on energy-aware load-
balancing.
A white paper from Juniper Networks, Inc. [47] reports an energy criteria used to
compare energy consumption of different network devices. The normalized energy
consumption rating (ECR), measured in watts/Gbps, is defined as
ECR =
E
T
(2.2)
where E is energy consumption of the device and T is the effective full-duplex
throughput. Both values may come from either internal testing or the vendor’s
data sheet. ECR is a peak metric that reflects the highest performance capacity
of the device. In our energy saving algorithms and MSSR design we used similar
criteria as one of device selection parameter in setting up a new back-end router
configuration.
Finally, Bolla et al. gives a detailed survey [48] on emerging technologies,
projects, and work-in-progress standards which can be adopted in networks and
related infrastructures in order to reduce their energy and carbon footprint. The
authors categorized current approaches to save energy in fixed network infrastruc-
ture into three groups:
• Re-engineering approaches - aim at introducing and designing more energy-
efficient elements for network device architectures;
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• Dynamic adaptation of network/device resources - focuses on adapting packet
processing engines and of network interfaces to actual traffic load;
• Sleeping/standby approaches - used to smartly and selectively force idle net-
work/device portion to low power mode.
In this thesis the proposed energy saving techniques fall under sleep/standby cate-
gory where unused elements (PCs or network cards) set to sleep mode and wake up
only if needed.
2.2.1 Energy efficient cluster design
A cluster is a group of stand alone computational resources that work cooperatively
together to achieve a single purpose. It is a viable approach to cope with the
fast growth of the Internet [1]. Clusters can serve purposes such as infrastructure
scalability, high availability, increased computational resources and load balancing.
Data centers as well as networking devices such as routers that already use cluster
approach are presented in [15,49,50].
Server cluster design focuses on server types that currently give the best per-
formance per unit of price, or the types that give the best absolute performance
(i.e, highest computational capacity). The Google cluster architecture [49] consid-
ers best performance per unit of price as PCs selection criterion to setup a cluster.
This approach prioritize commodity-class PCs to high-end multi-processor servers
because of their cost advantage. Software reliability, instead of hardware, is the pre-
requisite for this design principle. The choice of the commodity-class PCs implies
larger number of PCs in a cluster to handle the peak load, which results in a high
power consumption.
Designers also estimate cluster capacity based on the applications running on it
where capacity could mean bandwidth, CPU, RAM, storage etc needed as a server
configuration. The aim is to use servers with best absolute performance such that
the cluster handles peak load [51, 52] with fewer reliable computers. However, such
cluster is far more expensive than the cluster based on commodity-class PCs for the
same performance, due to the higher interconnect bandwidth and reliability of the
servers [49]. Furthermore, the high capacity granularity implies power inefficiency
despite power saving schemes deployment similar to the one proposed in [21, 22].
This is because even for small traffic demand we have to turn on high capacity
server which consumes high power.
In this thesis we propose three different multistage software router back-end
cluster design approaches with main focus on energy efficiency. The first approach,
given a pool of different types of computers, searches for an optimal back-end router
configuration that minimize power consumption over a specified period for a given
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traffic profile. The problem is formulated as a preemptive goal programming. In
the second approach we consider performance-power ratio as PCs’ selection criteria
in building a cluster. In this case the cluster is composed of homogeneous PCs
which has the advantage of simple management. The last approach sizes the back-
end router configuration based on local optimization. This approach optimize the
configuration for the peak load and resizes this configuration for the other load
scenarios.
2.3 Distributed information management system
Multistage architecture is build on the principle that the whole architecture will be
viewed as a single device to external network. This principle applies for the man-
agement information as well. Hence the multistage architecture is required to have
a single management information base (MIB), which could be virtual or accessible
locally to the internal manager, representing the whole architecture. Management
information unification is necessary because each component in the multistage archi-
tecture, as an independent element, stores its own management information. That
is, the management information is dispersed internally and there is no single man-
agement information base (MIB) representing the whole multistage architecture.
For example consider the sysUpTime1. Each internal component in MSSR has its
own sysUpTime but which one represents the up time of the multistage architecture
as a whole? Or do we need to generate a new sysUpTime? Thus creating a MIB for
multistage software router requires additional complexity to compile a response to
external manager request. Hence building a multistage software router MIB is one
of the main task of this thesis.
Since the inception of network management in late 1980s, there have been sev-
eral approaches to manage networks, systems and services. Initial solutions were
protocol-based management approaches that adopted the manager-agent paradigm.
Manageable resources are modeled through ”cluster” of managed objects at different
levels of abstraction. Managed objects encapsulate the underlying resource and offer
an abstract access interface at the object boundary [54, Ch. 2. p. 63ff]. An appli-
cation in an agent role accesses the managed objects via the management interfaces.
The access interface is defined through formal specification of the relevant managed
object classes and the associated access mechanism. Figure 2.5 depicts the man-
agement interaction of protocol-based network management approaches. OSI sys-
tems managment (OSI-SM) [55] and Internet Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP) [56] are the two prominent technologies that adopted the manager-agent
paradigm.
1sysUpTime is the time (in hundredths of a second) since the network management portion of
the MSSR architecture was last re-initialized [53].
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Figure 2.5. Protocol-based network management interaction
Other management technologies include CORBA (based on distributed objects
technology), eXtensible Markup Language (XML) based network management (re-
cently proposed as an alternative to existing network management solutions) [57–59].
In this thesis however we implement an SNMP based network management for two
reasons:
• it is the most widely deployed management protocol and hence easy interop-
erability
• availability of open source code for our implementation [60]
SNMP is accompanied by a standard describing how to specify managed objects -
the Structure of Management Information (SMI) - and a document defining standard
managed objects organized in a tree structure - the Management Information Base
(MIB-II). It also uses object identifiers (OIDs) suffices for naming to address objects.
An SNMP entity acting as manager role sends request to an entity acting as an
agent, which support a different SNMP version than the manager. For interoperabil-
ity among the different SNMP versions a third network entity called proxy agent is
required in between the manager and the agent. Similarly, proxy agent intervention
is also required in converting responses received from an entity acting in an agent
role into responses sent to an entity acting in a manager role but supports a dif-
ferent SNMP version. The proxy agent, therefore, performs SNMP message header
and PDU formats conversion to suite to the message format of the recipient, i.e.
the entity beyond the proxy agent. Unlike the proxy agent, however, the message
modification proposed in this thesis is to perform different variable computations
and aggregation to create a single-entity image of the multistage architecture which
requires the message header and PDU format conversion necessary for its operation
before responding to the original request. Our purpose is not dealing with mes-
sage handling among different SNMP version. Rather it is to address the issue of
a single-entity information view of the multistage software router to the external
network manager which involves different SNMP variables computation and aggre-
gation. Moreover, our approach deals with many internal agents for a single variable
request.
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2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we provided a survey of the state-of-the-art in distributed archi-
tecture management spanning the period 2005 - 2010. Section 2.1 summarizes the
main effort made by researchers in scaling software routers. Both single PC based
router scaling and distributed router architecture based on multiple CPUs to achieve
high-end router performance have been discussed.
For distributed router solution, the energy consumption of the architecture in-
creases with performance since performance scaling is proportional to the number
of interconnected devices. Thus Section 2.2 details the energy saving mechanisms
adopted in networks in general, and distributed architecture similar to MSSR in
particular. The Subsection 2.2.1 presents energy efficient cluster design approaches
which contributes to energy efficiency of distributed architectures.
Finally, a distributed architecture information management schemes have been
discussed with main focus on SNMP management.
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Chapter 3
Multistage architecture energy
management
Like many networking devices, the multistage software router is typically sized for
peak traffic. State-of-the-art PC-based routers can route only few Gbps [10, 11] if
the packet processing is performed by the CPU or few tens of Gbps if a specialized
packet processing is implemented [13]. Therefore, the multistage architecture might
require tens or hundreds of back-end routers to achieve high-end performance. This
performance scaling implies a high level redundancy at the back-end stage which
translates to a source of energy wastage at low loads. To reduce such a wastage
during low traffic periods, the routing task can be transferred to a subset of back-
end routers and all other routers are put in low power state to save energy until
they will be required again to manage higher traffic.
Let us consider a realistic scenario: we want to realize a router with 16 interfaces
at 10 Gbps (i.e. equivalent to a Juniper T series (T320) core router with 160 Gbps
forwarding capacity and up to 2.8 kW power consumption [20]) using a multistage
software router with the following internal components:
• back-end routers with 5.5 Gbps forwarding capacity [10] and each equipped
with single 10 Gbps interface;
• LBs each with two 10 Gbps interfaces (one connect to external and the other
to internal network);
• a hardware switch with enough capacity to interconnect LBs and routers.
Then the architecture will be composed of 16 LBs, 1 switch and 29 back-end routers.
If we assume LBs and routers are running on PC with idle power consumption equal
to 60 Watts (approximate lower side idle power consumption for today computers),
then this architecture consumes 2.7 kW in idle state excluding the switch and the
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NICs on back-end routers. However, the energy saving mechanism proposed in this
chapter can reduced the architecture consumption down to 1 kW in idle state, which
is the equivalent consumption of 16 LBs and 1 back-end router.
While back-end routers and switch are redundant during low traffic periods, LBs
are not because they act as external interfaces (which must stay active to guaran-
tee external connectivity). Energy saving in LBs could be achieved if operating at
network level, where the whole network energy consumption is optimized by redi-
recting the traffic over a subset of routers, not when operating at the device level [45].
Therefore saving in LBs is not discussed in this thesis.
The main contributions of this chapter are the MILP formulation, proposal of
an off-line algorithm called two-step algorithm and an on-line differential algorithm
to solve MSSR energy wastage problem. The analysis of the proposed algorithms
are also presented. Thus the chapter is divided into two major topics: Off-line algo-
rithm and on-line algorithm to save energy in MSSR. In Section 3.1 we describe the
energy saving problem in multistage architecture and give a detailed formulation of
the problem followed by an off-line energy saving algorithms. Performance evalua-
tion of the two-step algorithm will be discussed in Subsection 3.1.3. Highlighting the
advantages and disadvantages of off-line approaches, Section 3.2 presents an alter-
native: an on-line algorithm. Computational complexity and implementation issues
are also briefly described. Subsection 3.2.4 discusses simulation results of on-line
algorithm and finally conclude the chapter in Section 3.3.
3.1 Off-line algorithms
In light of the Research Question 2 discussed in Chapter 1, we propose a mixed
integer linear programming model (MILP) to select a subset of back-end routers,
characterized by different power consumption and routing capacity,1 so as to mini-
mize overall power consumption while satisfying the traffic demand. The problem is
a typical resource allocation problem: objects (the traffic) have to be stored in a set
of bins (the routers) while minimizing a total cost (the power consumption). Thus,
while our research focuses on multistage software router, the proposed technique
can be applied to many load distribution scenarios such as a computational clusters,
where is it possible to identify a set of resources and a set of containers with an
associated cost and capacity (e.g. jobs to workers or tasks to processors).
1Routing capacity for a PC is defined as the amount of traffic it can process and forward per
second, measured in bits/sec
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3.1.1 Problem definition and MILP formulation
The redundancy in the back-end routers designed to handle the peak hour traffic may
result in energy waste under low traffic periods. We design mechanisms to reduce
energy consumption by adapting the number of back-end routers to the currently
offered traffic load.
The proposed saving mechanism is based on an optimization technique which
requires the virtualCP to collect periodically the information about the components
of the architecture and the incoming traffic. In this section we use different param-
eters and variables to describe the system as a Mixed Integer Linear Programming
(MILP) model and we introduce them here to clarify the notation:
• Input: the total input traffic to the multistage router, T ∈ R
• Routers: B is the set of back-end routers. ∀r ∈ B, Pr ∈ R is the router
power consumption (excluding line cards) and Cr ∈ R is the routing capacity
• Links: L is the set of all internal links. Lr ⊆ L is the set of internal links
connected to router r. ∀r ∈ B, ∀l ∈ Lr, Prl ∈ R is the link power consumption
and Crl ∈ R is the link capacity
• MILP variables: ∀r ∈ B, αr is a router selection variable (equal to 1 if the
router is activated, 0 otherwise). ∀r ∈ B, ∀l ∈ Lr, βrl is the link selection
variable (equal to 1 if the link is used, 0 otherwise). Finally, trl is a portion of
traffic T to be forwarded by router r on its link l.
In the problem formulation we have to take care of different details and dif-
ferent assumption about the system, ranging from the input traffic to the power
consumption of a link. The key points considered in our work are as follows:
1. Traffic measurements are available at the virtualCP : we do not focus on the
issue of measuring or estimating the incoming traffic and collecting measure-
ments. We assume that the virtualCP is able to obtain reliable aggregate
measurements on the input traffic.
2. The input traffic T is splittable among the back-end routers : every packet is
managed independently by LBs and sent to a different back-end router. This
may create out-of-sequence delivery of packets belonging to the same flow,
unless reordering is envisioned at LBs.
3. Routers and NICs energy consumption: the router and its cards are optimized
separately. That is while a router is used in forwarding traffic on some of its
interfaces during low load periods, the remaining network cards can be turned
OFF to contribute to energy saving.
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4. Single link per card scenario: we focus on single link per card scenario. How-
ever, a back-end router can be connected to the switch with more than one
link. We further assume that techniques such as smart power down [61] will
put a card to low power mode upon a decision taken by the controller to
turn off the link on that card. Therefore, we represent the combined power
consumption of the card and the link l on a given router r by Prl ∈ R
5. ON-OFF power model for the back-end routers and links : measurements show
that power consumption of network devices and links can be approximated
by a linear model [46, 62] with an initial step. Indeed, most of the energy
consumption is due to the activation of the resource, whereas the remaining
part depends linearly on the actual load. To keep the problem formulation
as simple as possible, we chose the ON-OFF model: the energy consumption
does not depend on the actual resource load, but it is either zero or a constant
value.
6. Off-line solution: the energy saving problem is solved using an off-line al-
gorithm: the problem is not taking into account the evolution of the input
traffic, but it is designed to give the best solution given a specific input traffic.
Solutions obtained with different input traffic loads are independent, i.e., the
sets of activated routers under similar loads may be completely disjoint. As
a result, under frequently changing input traffic, the multistage router config-
uration may be ”unstable”: the set of active routers may change completely
even for small variations of the input traffic load. Furthermore, the virtualCP
must manage state transitions (e.g. turning on and off back-end routers due
to a new solution) in a non-disruptive way. A feasible mechanism would be to
turn on all PCs in current and in future solutions, then to redirect the traffic
to the subset of routers belonging to future solution only and finally to turn
off the idle routers belonging exclusively to the first solution. This solution
compromises the optimal solution. Another alternative could be an on-line
differential algorithm that builds a new configuration solution on top of an
existing one (See section 3.2 for detail)
Based on the fourth and fifth assumptions mentioned above, the maximum power
consumption of a back-end router r is given by:
Pr +
∑
l
Prl (3.1)
Thus, the multistage software router energy saving scheme can be formalized as a
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MILP problem as follows:
min Pcombined =
∑
r(Prαr +
∑
l Prlβrl) (3.2)
s.t.
∑
r
∑
l trl = 1 (3.3)∑
l trlT ≤ Crαr ∀r ∈ B (3.4)
trlT ≤ Crlβrl ∀r ∈ B,∀l ∈ Lr (3.5)
αr ≥ βrl ∀r ∈ B,∀l ∈ Lr (3.6)
αr,βrl ∈ {0,1},trl ∈ [0,1] (3.7)
In the MILP formulation, (3.3) ensures that all the input traffic T is served,
while (3.4) and (3.5) make sure the capacity constraints of each router (Cr) and link
(Crl) are not violated. (3.6) ensures that router r is active if at least one of its links
is chosen to carry some traffic.
Equations (3.2)–(3.7) define a MILP problem that optimizes the multistage ar-
chitecture power consumption, considering both routers and NICs. Hence, we refer
to it as the combined problem in the next sections. The problem is NP-hard, and it
cannot be mapped easily in its complete form to a well-known problem as demon-
strated in Appendix A. Thus, exact methods can only be used to solve small size
cases.
3.1.2 Two-step approach
The combined problem cannot be mapped directly to problems with well known
solutions, although it is similar to some classical problems in the area of resource
allocation (e.g. Knapsack and Bin-Packing [63]). Being NP-hard, the combined
problem is complex because it jointly optimizes routers and links and it is unsolvable
for large size. Indeed, in Table 3.1 we report the maximum size of the multistage
router as the number of back-end routers, for a given number of interfaces per router,
for which we were able to obtain a solution in reasonable time (e.g. 5 minutes, the
default SNMP collection interval time which can be the basis for an estimation of
the current traffic load). It is clear from Table 3.1 that as soon as the number
of interfaces per router grows the maximum number of routers drops quickly in
the combined problem case. Thus, the combined problem is seriously limited in
scalability by the number of interfaces per router; since the number of interfaces
should be easily around 10 in a normal PC, then the size of the multistage router
would be limited among 12 to 20 routers, which may not be enough even in the
Juniper T320 example introduced earlier in this chapter.
Since the combined problem is not scalable and cannot be used even for small
size multistage routers with few links per back-end router, we focus on heuristics
solutions to improve scalability. We have two elements (i.e. routers and links)
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involved in the optimization and hence we took advantage of the problem structure
to split the combined problem in two parts, using the divide and conquer approach.
We name this solution the two-step problem: in the first step, the router optimization
problem, we focus on routers only, whereas in the second step, the link optimization
problem, we optimize the number of links on each router selected in the first step.
This approach is much more scalable than the combined problem, since the single
steps are smaller in size and easier to solve than their parent problem. As shown in
Table 3.1, the two-step problem is two order of magnitude more scalable than the
combined problem. We didn’t try to solve the two-step for more than 716 back-end
routers, the maximum size we were able to solve in the case of combined problem.
Indeed, as detailed in Appendix A, the single steps are still NP-hard, but they
are easily mappable to well-known problems. Thus, we can take advantage of the
existing heuristics and approximation algorithms available in the literature to solve
them.
On the other side, the two-step approach is not optimal since the divide and
conquer approach implies that we are using a greedy approach. Even though the
single steps are optimal, the output of the first step is obtained without considering
the links thus it may be different from the optimal solution of the combined problem.
Furthermore, the second step algorithm cannot send feedbacks to the first step in
case of bad inputs. In the next subsections we present in detail the two steps and
we evaluate the quality of the two-step solutions compared to combined problem
solutions to determine the impact of the two-parts splitting on the energy saving
problem. We will not consider approximation algorithms to solve the single steps
but we rely on optimal solutions given by CPLEX [64] solver. Since we focus mainly
on the approximations introduced by the splitting itself we avoid the additional
approximations that would be introduced by heuristics.
Router optimization
The router optimization step is the first step of the two-step approach. At this stage,
routers to be involved in traffic forwarding are optimally chosen without considering
Maximum number of back-end routers
Interfaces combined two-step
1 716 more than 716
2 134 more than 716
4 30 more than 716
8 20 more than 716
16 12 more than 716
Table 3.1. Maximum size of the MILPs in terms of number of routers and inter-
faces to obtain a solution in reasonable time
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the NICs. Thus the router optimization step is formulated as follows:
min PR OPT =
∑
r Prαr (3.8)
s.t.
∑
r tr = 1 (3.9)
trT ≤ C
∗
rαr, ∀r ∈ B (3.10)
αr ∈ {0,1} (3.11)
tr ∈ [0,1] (3.12)
where all variables, constraints and terms have the same meaning as in (3.2)–(3.7)
with the following modification: trl which is redefined as tr because links are not
considered here and C∗r = min(Cr,Crl) which defines the actual routing capacity
of a router. This problem is a variation of the well known bin-packing problem
with splittable item (traffic T ) where the bins (routers) have different size (routing
capacity Cr). Unlike the classical bin-packing problem where the cost of using a
bin is the same as the size of the bins, in this scheme the cost (power consumption Pr)
of the routers is different from the size (routing capacity Cr). Therefore, the above
problem is a bin-packing problem with generalized cost and variable
sized bins [65] with splittable items. (3.8) – (3.12) are used to optimally select the
routers to be used in packing the splittable traffic T while minimizing the power
consumption.
As previously mentioned, the two-step approach is based on the divide and con-
quer paradigm. Therefore the information required to globally optimize the system
is partitioned among the two steps making them less optimal from a global point of
view. To assess the impact of information partitioning, we introduce two different
schemes to configure the first step:
• Router-Power scheme (NIC−): no link information is made available to
the first step. In this scheme we use (3.8)–(3.12) with no modification.
• Router+Link-Power scheme (NIC+): NIC power consumption is consid-
ered in the first step.
In the NIC+ scheme the cost of using a router is defined as the power consumption
of the router plus the sum of the power consumption of all of its network cards.
Hence the Pr parameter in (3.8) is replaced by
P newr = Pr +
∑
l
Prl (3.13)
P newr is the same as in (3.1) and it represents the maximum power consumption of
router r including its NICs.
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Link optimization
The link optimization problem makes use of the solution of the router optimization
step, so it is always the second step in two-step approach. Once the routers are
chosen by the first step and the amount of traffic Tr (such that
∑
r Tr = T ) sent to
router r is determined, then the links on each router r are chosen according to the
following optimization problem to be solved independently on each router r ∈ B:
min PL OPTr =
∑
l Prlβrl (3.14)
s.t.
∑
l trl = 1 (3.15)
trlTr ≤ Crlβrl, ∀l ∈ Lr (3.16)
βrl ∈ {0,1},trl ∈ [0,1] (3.17)
where Tr is the portion of the traffic T to be routed by router r, as provided by the
router optimization step. trl is a portion of Tr sent on link l to router r and it is
an optimization variable for this step. The other variables and parameters have the
same meaning as before. Note that the link optimization is performed independently
for each active router r ∈ B. As in the first step, this formulation is a generalized
cost variable sized bin-packing problem, where the links are the bins with cost
Prl and size Crl and the traffic is the splittable item Tr.
After solving the second step on each router, the total power consumption of the
multistage architecture due to the two-step approach is given by:
Ptwostep = PR OPT +
∑
r
PL OPTr (3.18)
3.1.3 Performance evaluation
In this section we present results obtained using CPLEX [64] to implement the op-
timization models and we compare the combined and two-step solutions against the
scenario where no energy saving mechanism is implemented. This approach gives us
more opportunity to control single parameters and to focus on algorithm behaviors
without introducing additional complexity, implementation issues and approxima-
tions (e.g. two-step scheme is based on Bin Packing problem which is typically
solved by heuristics).
In the comparison, we fixed our attention to a realistic scenario, i.e. a multistage
router architecture with features comparable to those of a Juniper T320 router [20].
The main parameters [11, 35, 42] used in the simulation are:
• LBs and router power consumption PLB = Pr = 80 W;
• back-end router routing capacity Cr = 8000 Mbps;
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• link capacity Crl = 1000 Mbps;
• link power consumption Prl = 2 W;
According to this profile, the 160 Gbps forwarding capability of Juniper T320 can
be realized using 20 back-end routers interconnected through a switch, each back-
end router being equipped with eight 1 Gbps single-port network cards. Without
energy saving scheme, this network consumes about 20 ∗ 80 + 2 ∗ 8 ∗ 20 + 16 ∗ 80 =
3200 W (1920 W by back-end routers) without considering the internal switch and
assuming to have 16 LBs each with one 10 Gbps link. However, the energy-saving
scheme proposed can save up to 1838 W when a minimal traffic is offered at inputs
(i.e. only one back-end router and one of its link are active to guarantee minimal
functionalities). This saving accounts for 57.44% of the total energy consumption
of the MSSR architecture.
Besides the analysis performed with the above described multistage router con-
figuration, we also evaluate independently the impact of the variability of four con-
figuration parameters (i.e. Cr, Pr, Crl and Prl) on the solution quality (measured
as the difference between the combined solution and the two-step solution). More
precisely, we fix three of the parameters to the above given default values, while we
vary the fourth parameter as follows:
• Cr: uniformly distributed in the range 5000 Mbps ≤ Cr ≤ 10000 Mbps. Ten
links (at 1 Gbps) for each router are required to avoid bottleneck.
• Pr: uniformly distributed in the range 60 W ≤ Pr ≤ 120 W.
• Crl: one of the standard link rates with priority to 1 Gbps links (100 Mpbs
with probability p = 0.25, 1 Gbps with probability p = 0.75).
• Prl: randomly chosen from {2,3,4} W.
For each of the four above described scenarios, we run the combined model and
the two-step schemes for traffic loads ranging from 10% to 100% of the total routing
capacity of the multistage architecture. For each of those load values, 20 random
instances were generated and results were averaged over the instances. Furthermore,
in the case of the two-step scheme, we evaluate both the router-optimization schemes
described in subsection 3.1.2 (i.e. NIC− and NIC+ schemes) under the same con-
figurations. The comparison metric is the total power consumption of the back-end
stage (minimum, maximum and average over the 20 instances). The relative differ-
ence between the optimal and the proposed algorithm is also reported to clarify the
comparison metric where relative difference is defined as:
Relative difference =
Ptwostep − Pcombined
Pcombined
(3.19)
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Figure 3.1. Load proportional energy saving scheme in back-end routers
where Ptwostep and Pcombined are the two-step and optimal algorithm solution respec-
tively.
Main results
First of all, the most important result is that the usage of off-line energy saving
schemes proposed makes the energy consumption of the back-end stage of the mul-
tistage router proportional to input load allowing a huge energy saving when the
input load is not maximum, as reported in Fig. 3.1. For the above given experimen-
tal setup the energy saving ranges from 0 W in the case of maximum input load
to 1838 W (equivalent to 95.73% of maximum power consumption of the back-end
router) when input load is smaller than one link capacity and one router only is
needed.
Secondly, the solutions of combined and two-step approaches are very similar
in terms of power consumption. In the worst case considered in our simulations
the maximum power difference between the two-step approach and the optimal
solution is less than 9% as reported in Fig. 3.2, where all the considered scenarios
are compared. In the next section we explain more in detail the differences among
the solutions
Finally, the NIC− and NIC+ schemes obtain the same results in most of the
scenarios, but the NIC+ has a huge impact on the Prl scenario where link power is
randomized. In this scenario our heuristic allows to improve the two-step solution
and to make it equivalent to the combined solution as reported in Fig. 3.2(a) and
Fig.3.2(b), meanwhile it has no negative impact on the other scenarios. Thus the
NIC+ heuristic is useful to reduce the negative impact due to the variability of link
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Figure 3.2. Relative difference due to variability in router and link parameters
features and to improve the greedy approach followed by the two-step schemes.
Detailed results
In this section we explain more in detail the impact of each parameter on the pro-
posed algorithms.
Cr scenario
The effect of Cr variability on the two-step approach is minimal as reported in
Fig. 3.2. The difference is due to the greedy nature of the two-step: In the first
step there is no knowledge of the available links, so it happens that the amount of
traffic sent to routers by the first step cannot be managed efficiently by the second
optimization step on each of the routers. For instance, consider a simple scenario
involving two back-end routers:
Cr (Mbps) Pr (W) No. of links Crl (Gbps) Prl (W)
R1 9100 80 10 1 4
R2 7300 80 10 1 4
Table 3.2. Cr scenario description
Observe that the routers are equivalent from the point of view of the objective
function of the first step (i.e. Pr) and the difference is only in the routing capacity
as required by Cr scenario. Let us assume an input load T = 11 Gbps. A possible
optimal solution is to route 9 Gbps to R1 and 2 Gbps to R2 using nine links on R1
and two links on R2 at full capacity and consuming 2 ∗ 80 + 9 ∗ 4 + 2 ∗ 4 = 204 W.
However, in the two-step approach the final solution is typically different from the
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optimal one. Since there is no knowledge of links in the first step, the first solution
usually maximizes the usage of one of the routers. For instance, one possible choice
is to forward 9100 Mbps to R1 and 1900 Mbps to R2 using ten links on R1 and
two links on R2 (two links, one on R1 and another on R2, are not used at full load)
consuming 2 ∗ 80 + 10 ∗ 4 + 2 ∗ 4 = 208 W, 4 W worse than the optimal power
consumption.
Thus, the solution of the first step is not always well-suited to efficiently load
the links, leading to higher energy consumption. However, the amount of additional
energy required is generally small because only few additional links are involved (e.g.
up to ten links at load equal to 0.9 in our case). Finally, there is no difference among
NIC− and NIC+, because the routers support the same set of links. In the case of
NIC+ the same amount of power is added to all the routers, thus the difference
among routers remain the same.
Pr scenario
There is no difference among the two-step and the combined approaches, because
the variability is introduced in the optimization parameter included in the objective
function. Since the first step is the reduced version of the combined problem while
considering routers only, then the optimal and two-step approaches are equivalent
in this case. Indeed, there are no issues related to the inefficiency in link utilization
in the second step as in the previous case, because the total available capacity Cr
(8 Gbps) is exactly the sum of the available links (eight links at 1 Gbps). This
means that the same routers will be chosen by both schemes, showing no difference
in Fig. 3.2. Furthermore, NIC− and NIC+ are equivalent for the same reasons
explained in previous scenario.
Crl scenario
This scenario is introducing variability in link features, thus it highlights the weak-
nesses of the two-step approach especially at high loads (See Fig. 3.2). In this case
the links have the same power consumption, but they may have a different capacity
(e.g. 100 Mbps or 1 Gbps). Since all the routers have the same power consumption,
it is important to be able to use efficiently the links by sending the right amount
of load to all the routers as in Cr scenario; this is done efficiently by the combined
scheme, but it cannot be done by the two-step scheme where all the routers are
equivalent in the router optimization step regardless of their links. Furthermore,
the difference among optimal and two-step schemes increases with the load, because
an increasing number of routers are activated and more routers will receive a wrong
portion of the load. Finally, the NIC+ heuristic cannot improve the solution since
it is focused on link power consumption only, which is the same for all the links.
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Prl scenario
As in the previous scenario, the variability in links highlights the weaknesses of two-
step scheme as shown in Fig. 3.2. In this case, all the routers are the same from the
point of view of power consumption and capacity thus they are equally likely to be
included in the solution by the two-step scheme. The relative difference reported in
Fig. 3.2(a) is decreasing with load because at small loads it is less likely to activate
the best routers (which are randomly chosen because they are equivalent). However,
at high loads, most of the routers are activated; thus, it is less likely to exclude the
best routers from the solution.
Finally, in this scenario the NIC+ heuristic is very effective reducing the error
in the considered configurations almost to zero because the aggregated power con-
sumption of links and routers allows to choose more efficiently the best routers: the
set of power-hungry links influences the choice of routers giving more priority in
the first step to routers hosting power-efficient links. As presented in Fig. 3.2(b),
there are still some small differences at low load, but this is due to the fact that
the heuristic aggregates all links in a single bunch. Thus, the router optimization
step is choosing on the aggregate power and not on the single link power. As a
consequence, some errors are more likely when few links will be used, as in the low
load case.
3.2 On-line algorithm
In the previous section we show that the two-step algorithm closely approximate
the optimal solution considering different scenarios under the assumption that the
input traffic is splittable (at a packet level) among the back-end routers. Given
this assumption, the two-step algorithm also scales to a practical size of a MSSR
architecture. However, if flow based routing is required, the two-step problem maps
to a generalized cost variable sized bin packing problem [66] and its scalability
deteriorates. In addition, as we describe later in this section, the off-line algorithms
(both the optimal and two-step) are more service disruptive and introduce more
delay unless the solution quality is compromised.
This section provides an alternative to off-line approaches; namely on-line dif-
ferential energy saving algorithms. Unlike the optimal and two-step algorithms, the
on-line algorithms set up a new back-end router configuration by modifying an ex-
isting configuration. It is less optimal compared to the off-line algorithms but has
the advantage of being less disruptive and scales well to solve large configuration
size both under splittable and flow based routing.
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3.2.1 System modeling
While the assumptions presented in subsection 3.1.1 still holds, in this section we
consider an on-line solution for the following two traffic scenarios:
• unsplittable input traffic: Flow based input traffic information is necessary
if ordered delivery at the output interface is important to minimize out of
order delivery and delay needed to order the flows. The ordered deliver can
be performed by load balancing the incoming traffic based on flows, where
a flow is defined as packets belonging to the same source and destination.
Input traffic belonging to same flow will be directed by load balancers to the
same back-end PCs for routing operation. This input traffic is referred to as
unsplittable input traffic since a flow does not split into different back-end PCs
but forwarded only by a single PC. QoS provision is another perspective to
see the need for flow based routing.
• splittable input traffic: If ordered deliver and QoS provision is not manda-
tory, the input traffic can be present to the optimizer as an aggregate input.
The LBs split the aggregate traffic among available back-end PCs for rout-
ing operation as in the case of off-line algorithms. We refer to this traffic as
splittable input traffic.
Consequently, the multistage architecture energy saving model presented in Sec. 3.1
requires a slight modification to fit both splittable and unsplittable input traffic
scenario. In the following, we discuss this modification in detail.
Problem formulation
Based on the the above stated assumptions, the multistage architecture energy sav-
ing scheme can be stated and formalized as follows: Given i) a set of back-end
PCs B; each PC b ∈ B characterized by power consumption (excluding network
cards) Pb ∈ R and routing capacity Cb ∈ R, ii) a set of links Lb connected to each
PC b ∈ B; each link l ∈ Lb characterized by power consumption Pbl ∈ R and link
capacity Cbl ∈ R, and iii) a set of input traffic demand T ∈ R, Select PCs and
links required in routing the traffic demand such that the energy consumption of
the architecture is minimized, Subject to link rate and router capacity.
In formalizing the problem definition, let αb be a PC selection binary variable
(equal to 1 if a PC b ∈ B is activated, 0 otherwise), and βbl be the link selection
binary variable (equal to 1 if the link l ∈ Lb connected to PC b ∈ B is used, 0
otherwise). And let δblk be
• a flow selection binary variable, δblk ∈ {0,1}, for unsplittable input traffic; 1 if
a flow tk ∈ T is forwarded on link l of router b , 0 otherwise, OR
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• a portion of splittable input traffic to be forwarded by router b on link l; i.e.,
δblk ∈ [0,1]. Note that for splittable traffic, the set T has only one element
which is the aggregate input traffic. Thus k = 1 under splittable traffic scenario
and δblk represents a portion of an input traffic T .
Given the above definitions and assumptions, the MSSR energy saving problem can
be formulated as a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) as follows:
min. P =
∑
b(Pbαb +
∑
l Pblβbl) (3.20)
s.t.
∑
b
∑
l δblk = 1 ∀k ∈ T (3.21)∑
l
∑
k δblkSk ≤ Cbαb ∀b ∈ B,∀k ∈ T (3.22)∑
k δblkSk ≤ Cblβbl ∀b ∈ B,∀l ∈ Lb,∀k ∈ T (3.23)
αb ≥ βbl ∀b ∈ B,∀l ∈ Lb (3.24)
αb,βbl ∈ {0,1}
δblk ∈ {0,1} ∨ [0,1]
where Sk is the size of flow k. (3.21) ensures that all the input traffic T is served
while (3.22) and (3.23), respectively, make sure the capacity constraints of each
router (Cb) and link (Cbl) are not violated. (3.24) ensures that router b is active if
at least one of its links is chosen to carry some traffic.
Equations (3.20) – (3.24) define a MILP problem that optimizes the MSSR ar-
chitecture power consumption, considering both PCs and NICs simultaneously for
both unsplittable and splittable input traffic. The solution to the above defined
problem is a back-end PCs configuration capable of routing an input traffic T under
devices capacity constraint while minimizing the energy consumption. The problem
is categorized as NP-hard problems as demonstrated in appendix A. Thus, exact
methods can only be used to solve small size cases and therefore we opt for a heuris-
tic method. We use the results, however, as a reference to measure the performance
of our proposed heuristic algorithms.
3.2.2 Proposed heuristic algorithm
Besides the optimal problem is NP-hard, reconfiguration of back-end PCs to handle
changes in input traffic usually causes service disruption or forwarding delay unless
an optimal solution is compromised. This is because a solution which is optimal
in one input traffic scenario will not be optimal in another. Thus the change in
an input traffic triggers re-computation for optimal solution under current traffic
demand. Most frequently, the new solution differs from the previous solution which
means turning off some already active devices and turning on some others. This
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transition requires some time resulting in a reduced routing capacity temporary.
That is some input traffic are delayed or not served at all during reconfiguration
phase. One solution could be to keep the previous configuration until a new one is
setup but this compromises the optimality of the solution during the reconfiguration
phase since the previous configuration is not optimal under current traffic scenario.
Algorithm description
The proposed energy saving heuristic is an on-line differential algorithm that defines
a new back-end stage configuration needed to satisfy the current traffic demand by
modifying an existing MSSR configuration to avoid service interruption or delay.
The algorithm is a modified first-fit-decreasing bin-packing algorithm [63] with bins
(PCs) having different size (actual routing capacity Ca) and different usage cost
(power dissipation) where the items (input traffic) can be splittable or unsplittable.
The algorithm also has to consider bins (links) within a bin (PC) scenario during
packing. More specifically, the algorithm tries to pack the links with portion of the
input traffic taking heed of the routing capacity of the PC being not exceeded.
During the initialization phase, the algorithm performs two tasks: computes the
actual routing capacity of each PCs and sorts the devices (both PCs and links).
The actual routing capacity of a PC acting as a router is limited either by the
CPU packet processing capacity or by the sum of link rates on the PC [10] [11].
For example, if a PC has 4 Gbps routing capacity but has only single 1 Gbps
link, then the actual routing capacity is limited to the link capacity; i.e. 1 Gbps.
Since the devices have different capacity and power dissipation, sorting devices is
necessary in order to increases the packing efficiency [66]. The initialization phase
of the algorithm performs these tasks according to a predefined criteria (detail in
section 3.2.2). Furthermore, for unsplittable input traffic the flows will be sorted in
descending order - again to increase the efficiency of packing.
After the initialization phase, the algorithm continues to monitor changes in the
input traffic. If the input traffic increases, the algorithm will retain the current
configuration and augments the current capacity by turning on additional devices.
Otherwise, if the input traffic decreases, the algorithm turns off some devices to down
size the current active configuration to the traffic demand (detail in section 3.2.2).
Algorithm initialization
At start up, the algorithm analyze the MSSR available configuration, i.e. the set
of PCs used as the back-end stage and of their NIC cards, to determine the actual
routing capacity (Ca) of each PC and therefore of the whole architecture (CMSSR).
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The algorithm computes these capacities as:
Ca = min(Cb,
∑
l
Cbl) (3.25)
C
MSSR
=
∑
b
Ca (3.26)
Equation (3.25) defines actual capacity of a PC as the minimum between a PC CPU
packet processing capacity (Cb) and the sum of all the link rates on that PC. Then
the sum of all back-end PCs actual routing capacity defines the MSSR architecture
capacity (C
MSSR
).
Then the algorithms sort devices, both PCs and links, according to the following
two schemes:
I) device efficiency - devices are ordered in descending order of efficiency OR
II) device power dissipation - devices are ordered in ascending power dissipation
The sorted devices are used in the packing algorithm (described in Sec. 3.2.2) that
prioritize the first device in the sorted list which has a capacity to handle a traffic
demand.
In the first sorting scheme, efficiency is defined, in general, as the amount of
traffic routed per watt:
η =
actual capacity
power
(3.27)
When sorting PCs according to their efficiency, two slight variations are considered.
The version of the algorithm denoted as η
NIC−
does not consider the NICs power
consumption when evaluating PCs’ efficiency.
η
NIC−
=
Ca
Pb
(3.28)
Instead, the version of the algorithm that takes into account also the link power
consumption during PCs sorting stage is named η
NIC+
. In this case, (3.28) can be
rewritten as:
η
NIC+
=
Ca
Pb +
∑
l Pbl
(3.29)
where N is the number of links connected to back-end PC b. Similarly, links in a
PC b are also sorted according to their efficiency η
bl
:
η
bl
=
Cbl
Pbl
(3.30)
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The second sorting scheme sorts devices by power dissipation where less dissipat-
ing devices come first in the list. That is less energy consuming devices are preferred
if they have a residual capacity to route incoming traffic. PCs sorted according to
their power consumption also has P
NIC−
and P
NIC+
versions. Accordingly, P
NIC+
sorts PCs considering links power consumption as:
P
NIC+
= Pb +
∑
l
Pbl (3.31)
On the other hand, P
NIC−
considers only the PCs power consumption for sorting.
Links on a PC also will be sorted according to their power consumption in case the
second sorting scheme is deployed.
Packing algorithm
The goal of the algorithm is to minimize energy consumed by a subset of back-end
PCs that serves the requested traffic demand. Therefore, after the devices sorting
phase, the algorithm follows a greedy approach in packing the incoming traffic to the
back-end PCs. For efficiency sorting scheme, the algorithm starts activating (i.e.,
setting in the on state) the available most efficient PC b according to (3.28) or (3.29)
and the most efficient links l on that PC b according to (3.30). When the first
PC’s actual capacity (Ca) is fully utilized, the algorithm considers packing residual
incoming traffic to the next available most efficient PC. This procedure is iterated
until all the incoming traffic is served. If the incoming traffic exceeds the MSSR
architecture capacity (CMSSr), the extra amount of traffic is discarded. Similarly,
if the sorting is based on device power consumption, the algorithm starts packing
the least power consuming PCs and least consuming links on those PCs until all
incoming traffic is served.
After each configuration setup, the algorithm continues to monitor the incoming
traffic change to identify a traffic modification worth of a reconfiguration phase. A
reconfiguration phase initialized in following two ways:
I) threshold based or
II) sampling based
In threshold based reconfiguration initialization, a specified threshold is defined. If
the traffic change exceeds this threshold, then a new back-end PCs configuration
will be defined by the algorithm to handle the new traffic demand. We assumed an
input traffic change by ±5% of total input traffic to initiate reconfiguration of the
back-end PCs. Any smaller change in input traffic that does not reach ±5% of total
traffic will not activate a reconfiguration step. To serve such a small variation in the
input traffic, however, the current configuration can be augmented by 5% of total
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MSSR capacity. We did not consider the capacity augmentation in these work to
be fair in comparing the proposed algorithm with the optimal solution which does
not consider this extra capacity either.
Sampling based reconfiguration initialization defines a traffic sampling interval
a priori and the input traffic is sampled accordingly. Every time there is a new
sampled input traffic, the algorithm resize the back-end PCs configuration to the
load demand, i.e. the algorithm enters the reconfiguration phase on regular interval
according to the input traffic sampling time.
When a reconfiguration request is triggered, if the traffic demand increases, the
algorithm computes the extra traffic demand and turns on additional resources, i.e.,
links on already active PCs and new PCs currently in off state, needed to route
the increased demand. As discussed earlier, links and PCs to be activated are
considered in order of increasing efficiency or decreasing power consumption. If the
traffic decreases, on the other hand, the algorithm adjusts the running configuration
by turning off extra links and PCs to down size the back-end configuration to the
traffic demand. Under decreasing input traffic, however, we consider turning off
devices in reverse order - turn off less efficient or more energy consuming PCs and
links first depending on the sorting scheme used.
The pseudo-code description of the proposed energy saving heuristic is reported
in Algorithms 1 - 3. Algorithm 1 presents the sorting algorithm and Algorithms 2
and 3 details packing schemes deployed. The packing schema for unsplittable and
splittable traffic is slightly different as highlighted by the corresponding pseudo code.
The block diagram depicted in Fig. 3.3 shows how the proposed energy saving
scheme fits into the MSSR architecture. The energy saving scheme runs on the same
back-end PC where the virtualCP is running to ease their interaction. Any change
in the model instance triggers the power saving algorithm to recompute back-end
configuration that saves energy under the current configuration. The model instance
is modified for two reasons: First the virtualCP monitors, through the DIST proto-
col, any change in the MSSR configuration, to identify any modification in link and
PCs configuration, that may be caused by device faults, upgrade or addition/re-
moval for management purposes. These modifications trigger create/update actions
on the system model instance. Second it is modified by the traffic statistic mod-
ule that collects traffic information. Thus any change in the input traffic above a
predefined threshold or new input traffic sampling or any modification in PC config-
uration triggers the energy saving algorithm to define a new energy efficient MSSR
configuration.
Once the new MSSR configuration has been defined by the energy saving algo-
rithm, the virtualCP switches on and off the proper set of PCs and links exploiting
the DIST protocol features. Furthermore, load balancing tables of front-end stage
LBs are modified accordingly, to ensure that the incoming traffic is forwarded only
to currently active PCs.
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Figure 3.3. MSSR architecture power saving scheme block diagram
3.2.3 Computational complexity
Setting up a new configuration involves the following steps: (i) computing the actual
capacity (Ca) of each PCs, (ii) sorting of devices and input traffic and (iii) packing
the input traffic to the new configuration. Computing the actual capacity of each
PCs requires looping through the PCs and links in those PCs which can be done
in time O(mn) where n is the number of PCs and m is the number of links on
each PC. The number of links per PC usually limited to few number and can be
Algorithm 1 Sorting algorithm - Pseudo-code description
if sort by efficiency then
if NIC+ then
sort(list of η
NIC+
)
else
sort(list of η
NIC−
)
end if
for all PCs do
sort(list of η
bl
);
end for
else
if NIC+ then
sort(list of P
NIC+
)
else
sort(list of P
NIC−
)
end if
for all PCs do
sort(list of Pbl);
end for
end if
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Algorithm 2 Unsplittable traffic routing - Pseudo-code description
sort(list of flows)
sort(list of device)
A = 1; //number of active PCs, at least one device to readily give service
loop
if reconfiguration required then
for All flows f = 1, 2, ..., M do
for All PCs b = 1, 2, ..., N do
for All links l = 1, 2, ... L do
if Flow f fits in link l then
Pack flow f in link l ;
break;
end if
end for
if Flow f packed then
break;
end if
end for
if Flow f did not fit in any A PCs link then
if b is less than N then
Turn on next PC in the list
decrement f ;
else
drop flow f ;
end if
end if
end for
if b less than A then
extra PCs = A - b;
switch off extra PCs;
end if
A = b;
end if
end loop
considered as a constant. Thus actual capacity computation can be performed in a
time O(n). Considering merge sort, sorting devices and input traffic (in case of flow
based routing), can be done in worst case in a time O(nlogn) [67]. We implemented
a first-fit-decreasing algorithms for packing which has a worst case running time of
O(nlogn) [68]. Summarizing the three steps, a configuration choice can be performed
in a time O(n + nlogn + nlogn) = O(nlogn) which scales logarithmically in the
number of flows and PCs.
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Algorithm 3 Splittable traffic routing - Pseudo-code description
sort(list of device);
A = 1; //number of active PCs, at least one device to readily give service
loop
if reconfiguration required then
for All PCs b = 1, ..., N do
for All links l on PC b do
if l has residual capacity then
pack portion of input traffic;
input traffic -= l residual capacity;
end if
if All packed then
break;
end if
end for
if All not packed in A PCs then
if b less than N then
Turn on next PC in the list;
else
drop extra input traffic;
end if
else
break;
end if
end for
if b less than A then
extra PCs = A - b;
switch off extra PCs;
end if
A = b;
end if
end loop
3.2.4 Performance evaluation
In this section we evaluate the proposed on-line differential algorithm with respect to
the optimal solution for unsplittable and splittable input traffic. First we discuss the
experimental scenario and in the following subsections we present the main results.
Experimental setup
To asses the energy saving achieved by the proposed algorithms, a back-end stage
base configuration with three groups of PCs are used as an input both to the optimal
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and to the on-line algorithm. Each group consists of five PCs and each PC in each
group has the following specification [10,11,35,42]:
Cr (Gbps) Pr (W) No. of links Crl (Gbps) Prl (W)
Group I 4 60 4 1 4
Group II 8.7 100 1 10 20
Group III 8.7 80 9 1 6
Table 3.3. Simulation parameters for on-line algorithm performance evaluation
For the second and third group the total link capacity of each router (10000 Mbps
for the second and 9000 Mbps for the third group) is more than the corresponding
routing capacity which is 8700 Mbps for both groups. Therefore the actual routing
capacity (computed according to (3.25)) for both groups is limited by capacity of the
routers. Instead, for the first group the router capacity and the total link capacity
are the same and hence the actual capacity is 4000 Mbps. Overall, the multistage
software router has a maximum routing capacity of 5 ∗ 4000 + 5 ∗ 8700 + 5 ∗ 8700 =
107 Gbps. To fully utilize this capacity we assumed 11 LBs each with one 10 Gbps
link external and at least three back-end links with total capacity of 10 Gbps for
internal connection [15]. Assuming 80 W power consumption for each LB, without
any energy saving scheme, the architecture consumes 2.53 kW (1.65 kW by the
back-end routers) excluding the interconnecting switch.
Traffic traces
In the simulation, we used two different traffic traces. The first one is based on
a realistic traffic scenario. We captured a traffic from a university core router in
Twente to derive the input traffic load. To build large MSSR architecture, the
traffic was scaled up while keeping the ratio the same among traffic loads at each
sampling. We aggregated the traces into 60min time interval. Then, we averaged
the traffic volume over a week to get a per day volume statistics. Fig. 3.4 shows
the volume trace. We used this trace to generate unsplittable input traffic and is
suitable for sampling based reconfiguration initialization of the back-end PCs.
The second traffic trace is a synthetic traffic trace used in splittable input traffic
scenario where the traffic is assumed to change by ±5% of the total architecture
capacity (C
MSSR
). We applied this scheme to compare the on-line algorithm with
the two-step algorithm discussed in subsection 3.1.2.
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Figure 3.4. Input traffic trace used in the experiment
Evaluation metrics
Based on the experimental scenario and the input traffic traces, we compare the
proposed energy saving on-line algorithm with respect to the optimal off-line algo-
rithm and with an on-line heuristic version that is not sorting PCs in terms of energy
consumption. We also compare the different algorithms in terms of the difference
between two consecutive configurations.
An energy consumption of the back-end routers over a given period is obtained
from power dissipation curves as:
Energy = power× time (3.32)
This is equivalent to compute the area under each power curve. Both the power
dissipation and a derivate energy consumption of the back-end PCs configuration
defined by each algorithms will be reported.
The configuration difference, expressed as the difference between two consecutive
back-end PCs configuration in terms of number of PCs, is a measure of service
interruption or delay. Turning off some devices in the current configuration during
the reconfiguration step, means that the capacity of the MSSR decreases by the
number of devices turned off until the new configuration come on-line resulting is
service interruption temporarily.
We also consider the two router sorting policies NIC+ and NIC- to highlight
the impact of link power when sorting PCs. Accordingly, results from the following
algorithms will be presented for both splittable and unsplittable input traffic:
• Optimal: back-end PCs configuration solved optimally. We used CPLEX [64]
to solve Equations (3.20) - (3.24)
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• η
NIC+
: an on-line heuristic that sort devices according to their efficiency and
considers link consumption in PC sorting
• η
NIC−
: same as η
NIC+
but does not consider link consumption in PC sorting
• P
NIC+
: an on-line heuristic that sort devices according to their power dissipa-
tion and considers link consumption in PC sorting
• P
NIC−
: same as P
NIC+
but does not consider link consumption in PC sorting
• Random: on-line heuristics without device sorting scheme
Recall that saving for LBs are not considered, as discussed in Sec. 3. Therefore,
the results presented include only the back-end PCs configuration. The results
reported are average over 5 runs for each scenario under unsplittable input traffic
considering the amount of time it took us to solve the optimal problem. For splittable
input traffic we averaged the results over 10 runs since it is much faster to solve the
optimal problem under this scenario.
Results: Unsplittable input traffic
In unsplittable input traffic scenario, we consider sampling based MSSR reconfig-
uration initialization as discussed in Sec. 3.2.2 and Sec. 3.2.4. That is we sample
the input traffic every given sampling interval and reconfigure the back-end PCs
to handle the sampled traffic. This configuration lasts for the sampling interval.
For this simulation we choose the realistic traffic trace depicted in Fig. 3.4 but it
is equally applicable for synthetic traffic scenario. The unsplittable traffic is com-
posed of mainly smaller and larger flows. A parameter α (and β = 1 − α) defines
the proportion of smaller and larger flows to be used in a given simulation. In one
extreme we choose large amount of smaller flows and in the other large amount of
larger flows to see the impact of flow sizes on the proposed algorithm. Thus the
following α are defined:
• α = 0.2,β = 0.8 - more number of larger flows
• α = 0.5,β = 0.5 - same proportion of smaller and larger flows
• α = 0.8,β = 0.2 - more number of smaller flows
At each sampling time, for each defined α, we generate flows such that the sum
equal to a traffic volume (See Fig. 3.4) at that sampling time. Smaller flows are
uniformly generated from 1 Mbits to 10 Mbits and larger flows from 50 Mbits to
100 Mbits. The first scenario is used to evaluate the algorithms under worst case
since packing larger flows results in less efficiency. In the following we present detail
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Figure 3.5. Comparison of different algorithms for unsplittable input traffic
results for unsplittable input traffic generated as per the defined α and β. Note that
at full load it is possible all the flows might not be served even under optimal packing
because of some capacity wastage in each PCs during packing. Fig. 3.5(a) reports the
power dissipation of the back-end PCs configuration set up by different energy saving
algorithms for α = 0.2. The on-line algorithms (labeled η
NIC+
and P
NIC+
) sorts the
back-end PCs considering their link consumption as discussed in Sec. 3.2.2. The
figure shows that the power dissipation of the back-end PCs configurations defined
by different algorithms is proportional to the load demand. However the power
saving that can be achieved by the different algorithms differs. The power saving
by each algorithm can be computed as the gap between the power dissipation of the
architecture if no power saving scheme is deployed, the curve labeled ”No scheme”,
and the power dissipation of the architecture defined by each algorithm. Fig. 3.5(b)
and Fig. 3.6 confirms the claim that each algorithm saves different amount of power.
Fig. 3.5(b) depicts the energy consumption of the back-end PCs configuration over
24 hours as given by (3.32). The figure is magnified over the time range 15 to 23
while the smaller inset in Fig. 3.5(b) shows the remaining part for the time range 0
to 15.
It clearly shows that the saving by the η
NIC+
algorithm is as good as the optimal
and that of P
NIC+
is just as worse as the unsorted case. η
NIC+
on-line algorithm
is successful because in sorting the PCs it can globally see which PCs are more
efficient than the others. This algorithm losses against the optimal because of the
last PC choice for a given configuration. The choice of the PCs in setting up a
configuration for η
NIC+
is influenced by the sorting algorithm. That is the algorithm
does not have a freedom to choose the last device in a configuration, even if it is less
loaded. Therefore the capacity wastage is translated into energy inefficiency. While
the global view of devices is also true for P
NIC+
algorithm, it does so from power
consumption point of view. But least power consumption does not, in general,
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Figure 3.6. On-line algorithms relative difference with respect to optimal algorithm
mean energy efficiency. In this simulation scenario the least consuming PCs are
those in group I which has also the least capacity. If a traffic demand is beyond
one of the PC’s capacity, another one of the same group will be turned on instead
of turning on one bigger capacity PC from the other groups. This results in higher
loss because higher loads demand more number of less capable PCs and signifies
that what is important is not only the power consumption but the amount of task
a device performs per watt.
The relative difference between the on-line algorithms and the optimal is depicted
in Fig. 3.6 where relative difference is defined as:
Relative difference =
P
ALGO
− P
OPT
P
OPT
(3.33)
In (3.33), P
ALGO
is the power dissipation of the back-end PCs configuration at a
given sampling time and P
OPT
is that of the optimal configuration. Fig. 3.6 justify
that the P
NIC+
algorithm loses more against the optimal at low loads as shown in
the time interval 4am and 8am. As the load is increasing the inefficiency of the
on-line algorithms decreases because more and more of wrongly included devices in
back-end router configuration becomes appropriate to include.
Similar behavior is seen as α changed to 0.5 and 0.8 as well. The results for α =
0.8 is plotted in Fig. 3.7. As α changes from 0.2 to 0.8, the figures clearly show that
packing efficiency slightly varies among the different αs. This is explainable because
the flow sizes are very small compared to the capacity of the devices. The smaller
link capacity in the simulation scenario is 1 Gbps which is 10 times that of the largest
flow size. Thus packing can be done efficiently under all considered α cases. In the
following we present results based on α = 0.2 only as the results are similar for the
other αs. The energy saving capability of both algorithms based on efficiency sorting
and power sorting drops under NIC- scenario. Fig. 3.8(a) shows that still algorithms
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Figure 3.7. Comparison of different algorithms for unsplittable input traffic
based on efficiency sorting are performing better (see label η
NIC−
) compared to the
other on-line algorithms but it loses much against the optimal in comparison to η
NIC+
sorting based algorithms. This is because the sorting algorithm lacks global view
of devices’ efficient which directly influence the packing algorithm. The inefficiency
arises from the fact that those PCs which are efficient according to η
NIC−
sorting
criteria have high energy consumption in their links. Thus the overall efficiency
decreases.
While the η
NIC−
sorting based on-line algorithm still performs well, the lack of
global view of efficient PCs costs the algorithm much more than even the unsorted
scenario under some load situation. This can be seen from the relative difference
plot shown in Fig. 3.8(b). This usually happens at low loads because according to
this sorting scheme group III PCs are given priority. These devices has higher
total link consumption compared to the others groups. Consequently prioritizing
these devices is the source of inefficiency. At about 40% of the total load, however,
the inefficiency introduced by these devices reverts as more appropriate devices are
included in the solution.
The algorithm that sorts devices according to their power consumption, which
was not performing well in NIC+ scenario, is even worse under NIC- (see label P
NIC−
in Fig. 3.8). The inefficiency reasoning for P
NIC+
also holds for P
NIC−
. In addition,
in P
NIC−
the inefficiency is exacerbated by lack of global view of less consuming PCs.
Although the power saving achieved by the off-line optimal approach is larger, the
on-line algorithms have an obvious scalability benefits. Furthermore, it gracefully
modifies the current MSSR configuration minimizing service interruptions. Fig. 3.9
supports the claim that the on-line algorithms are less disruptive compared to the
off-line optimal reconfiguration. The plot reports the difference in the number of
PCs between two consecutive configurations for the optimal off-line and on-line
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Figure 3.8. Comparison of different algorithms for unsplittable input traffic
algorithm based on efficiency sorting but the result is similar for the algorithm
based on power sorting as well. The peak configuration difference is at the start
of the simulation. This is because the algorithms, before receiving the first traffic
input, turn on only one PC to save energy while readily giving service as traffic
arrives. In our simulation, when the algorithms reconfigure the architecture for the
first time, they receive a large amount of traffic (see Fig. 3.4 at 12am). Thus the
number of routers change from one to more than 10 in both the optimal and on-line
algorithms.
After this initial setup, however, the on-line algorithms require reconfiguration
of at most 2 PCs while it is usually more than 2 PCs for the optimal. In the optimal
case the change in reconfiguration includes PCs in the active configuration. This
means that as the input traffic changes, the optimal off-line algorithm recomputes
the back-end PCs configuration from scratch since the current configuration is not
optimal under the new scenario. That is it is possible that the optimal off-line algo-
rithm could turn off PCs in the active configuration if they are not optimal under
the changed load and turns on other PCs which are already off to compensate the re-
duced capacity. This results in capacity deficiency during the reconfiguration period
and therefore service disruption or delay is inevitable. The on-line algorithms on the
other hand just turn on required number of additional dvices that augment the ca-
pacity of existing configuration to balance the increase in the load (see Algorithm 2)
or turn off any extra devices if the traffic is decreasing.
Results: splittable input traffic
In this section we present performance evaluation of the proposed on-line algorithm
that sorts devices by efficiency under splittable input traffic. We do not consider
on-line algorithm that sorts devices based on their power dissipation since it is less
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Figure 3.9. Configuration difference between two consecutive solutions
(unsplittable traffic)
efficient. We compare the on-line algorithm with the optimal, two-step and an on-
line algorithm that randomizes the list of back-end PCs. The experiment is based on
the MSSR architecture described in Sec. 3.2.4. We used a synthetic traffic trace as
detailed in Sec. 3.2.4 where a traffic change by ±5% of the total architecture capacity
(C
MSSR
= 107 Gbps) initiate the the back-end PCs reconfiguration phase. We run
all algorithms for a load ranging from 5% to 100%. Note that the off-line algorithms
(i.e. the optimal and two-step) are the same as the one presented in Section 3.1. We
consider both router sorting policy given by equations (3.28) and (3.29) to highlight
the impact of link power consideration in sorting the back-end routers.
Fig. 3.10(a) and Fig. 3.11(a) compare the saving that can be achieved by dif-
ferent schemes for splittable input traffic. Compared to the no scheme scenario, all
the three schemes; i.e., the optimal, two-step and the on-line differential algorithms,
save a lot of energy especially at low loads. In no load condition, for instance, the
proposed algorithm saves up to 1.53 kW at the back-end stage under the worst sce-
nario (i.e. only one back-end router - from the second group with its link - is needed
to guarantee minimal functionality). In general, all the proposed algorithms tune
the MSSR to the traffic demand resulting in a load proportional energy consumption
architecture. The small figure inside Fig. 3.10(a) magnifies the detail of the three
schemes in a load range between 0.15 to 0.4. To be more precise we present also
the relative difference of the proposed heuristic and two-step with respect to the
optimal as shown in Fig. 3.10(b) and 3.11(b).
From these results it is evident that the heuristics are less efficient compared with
the optimal solution and among the heuristics the two-step shows better performance
for both NIC+ and NIC− efficiency sorting and the unsorted heuristic scenario is the
worst. On-line heuristic is less efficient in comparison with the two-step algorithm
with worst case performance gap of 27.7% and 20.2% with respect to the optimal
algorithm for NIC+ and NIC− router sorting respectively. Two-step has rather
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Figure 3.10. Comparison of different algorithms for splittable input traffic
lower performance gap; i.e. 3.45% and 10.67% respectively for NIC+ and NIC−
router sorting respectively.
In both NIC+ and NIC− back-end PCs sorting schemes the on-line heuristics
worst performance gap occurs at low loads. This is because the second and the
third group of PCs are given priority according to NIC+ and NIC− efficiency sorting
respectively. However the load demand is much less than the capacity provided by
the configuration made up of these group of PCs and hence the decision made by
the on-line heuristic translate into less efficiency in terms of energy consumption.
For instance at load 0.1 (which is equivalent to 10.7 Gbps input traffic), we need
two routers from the second group with a total capacity of 17.4 Gbps according to
NIC+ efficiency sorting. This is in excess of ' 7 Gbps and the total consumption
is 2 ∗ 80 + 2 ∗ 20 = 200 W. A better choice would have been one router from the
second group and one router from the first group with a total power consumption
of 80+ 20+ 60+ 4 ∗ 4 = 168 W which is the right choice by the two-step algorithm.
Thus the excess capacity by the on-line algorithm translates into energy inefficiency.
This is significant at low loads relatively. As the load is increasing, the heuristic
solutions are relatively comparable to the optimal and the performance gap between
on-line and two-step also closes. This is because more and more devices wrongly
included by the on-line heuristic in previous solution becomes the right choices thus
reducing the performance gap with respect to both the two step and the optimal
solution.
The better performance of unsorted heuristic scenario at low loads is because, for
this simulation scenario, it happened that the routers at the front end in the unsorted
list is a better combination compared to the heuristic solutions. We present here
to show that this scenario is possible but running the simulation multiple times
indicates that this is not generally true.
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Figure 3.11. Comparison of different algorithms for splittable input traffic
It is said that the on-line differential algorithm is less efficient compared to the
two-step and the optimal algorithms. Why are we then still interested in an on-line
differential algorithm? The answer lies in its obvious scalability benefits and its
capability to build a new solution on top of an existing one. While two-step scales
well to practical MSSR size, the differential solution is lacking in both two-step
and optimal algorithms because they took an off-line approach to solve the energy
saving problem. That is, for every change in input traffic demand we need to solve
the problem from scratch to scale the architecture to the traffic change since previous
load optimal solution will not be any more optimal in the current traffic condition
in off-line approaches. This could result in a completely different solution from the
previous one which requires turning off an already active devices and turning on non
active ones. This is undesirable since it results in service disruption until the new
configuration is ready.
The proposed on-line heuristic, however, continually checks for a change in traffic
demand and builds upon an existing solution; reducing possibility of service inter-
ruption while keeping the energy consumption of the new configuration as minimal
as possible. More precisely, whenever there is a reconfiguration request, the heuristic
start to pack the first efficient devices. At the end of packing it computes the differ-
ence between the number of devices in the previous configuration and the current
one. If the difference is positive, then it turns on required additional energy efficient
resources among non active configuration to serve the difference. Otherwise turns off
the less efficient resources equivalent to the computed difference (see Algorithm 3).
Fig. 3.12 supports the claim that the heuristic is less disruptive compared to
the optimal. It shows the configuration difference between two consecutive solution
both for optimal and the on-line differential heuristic. The results is similar for
two-step and the on-line differential heuristic as well. At any instance the on-line
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Figure 3.13. Comparison of on-line algorithms based on NIC+ and
NIC− efficiency sorting
algorithm has less or equal configuration difference compared to the optimal solution.
For instance a load transition from 0.25 to 0.3 results in turning on and/or off 6
routers in case of optimal solution but the number of routers don’t change in the
heuristic solution. As previously mentioned, the optimal algorithm computers for
a new configuration whenever there is a reconfiguration request and usually the
solution is different from the previous solution. The best it can do, for instance for
increase in traffic, is to turn on additional efficient resources without turning off the
previously running devices given that the previously running devices are among the
optimal under the current condition. And this is how the heuristic works; i.e., it
keeps the previous solution and builds up on it. Therefore the heuristic configuration
difference is a lower limit for the optimal configuration difference in a general sense
as shown in Fig. 3.12.
Finally, Fig. 3.13 highlights the importance of link power consideration in sorting
the back-end routers. It shows that considering link power consumption in sorting
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routers improves the efficiency of the on-line heuristic except the unique behavior
seen at very low loads. At this load, among the randomized routers list, routers
with better efficiency have been at the front of the unsorted list favoring unsorted
scenario but this is not true in general.
3.3 Conclusions
In this chapter, we presented energy saving algorithms that minimize the energy
consumption of a multistage software router by resizing the architecture to the
traffic demand through proper choose of subset of the back-end routers. We defined
an optimal problem and proposed a two-step heuristic to overcome the scalability
issue related to the optimal algorithm. The simulation results obtained on a realistic
scenario show that the solution quality of the proposed scheme is within 9% of the
optimal solution in the worst case considered.
We also presented an energy saving on-line differential algorithm to solve the
same problem. We evaluated the algorithm in relation to the optimal solution and
compared its performance with respect to the two-step approach as well. The results
shows that, even though the on-line differential heuristic is less optimal compared
to the off-line approaches (both the optimal and two-step algorithms), the saving
is still significant in comparison to the no saving scheme. The main advantage of
on-line heuristic lies in its capability to build a new solution upon existing one.
This makes the algorithm non disruptive and therefore superior to the off-line ap-
proaches in terms of QoS provision. Moreover, it scales well to solve large size MSSR
configuration.
Finally, all algorithms make MSSR architecture to be energy efficient. That is
the architecture consumes energy proportional to the input traffic load demand.
The saving achieved by the proposed algorithms reaches up to 57.44% of the total
architecture energy consumption at low loads.
Though the energy saving schemes are defined for multistage software router,
the schemes could easily be adapted to other distributed architectures composed
of different parts (e.g. a proprietary router with multiple line cards) where energy
efficiency of the parts need to be addressed independently.
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Chapter 4
Energy efficient multistage
architecture design
In chapter 3 we proposed energy saving algorithms that adapt a MSSR architecture
capacity to a given known traffic demand by tuning the back-end stage. The off-line
algorithms optimize the MSSR architecture at a given time instant for a known traffic
demand. If running this algorithm at different times for a variable traffic profile, the
MSSR architecture configurations obtained may be composed by a different set of
PCs. In the on-line case a differential approach is sought for: a new configuration is
obtained by updating the configuration defined at the previous time by minimizing
the number of PCs that should be switched on/off. In both approaches, no attempt
is made to globally optimize the MSSR architecture taking into account the long-
term (e.g., 24 hours) traffic profile.
It is also shown that the proposed algorithms can save up to 57.44% of energy
when compared to architectures that does not implement energy saving scheme [21].
However, the achievable savings depend on the back-end routers configuration. For
instance, if the back-end stage is built using PCs having coarse capacity granularity,
it is difficult to resize the configuration in period of low traffic load, and the installed
unused capacity translates into energy wastage. On the other hand, a back-end stage
composed of PCs with smaller capacity granularity is more flexible for reconfigura-
tion. But, the smaller capacity means a larger number of PCs to handle a given
traffic demand, which requires more energy.
The goal of this chapter is, therefore, to define the back-end routers configuration
that minimizes the energy consumption over a given period, under the assumption
that once the MSSR configuration has been optimally defined the energy saving
algorithms similar to those presented in Chapter 3 are used to adapt the back-end
stage configuration to the input traffic demand.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The proposed energy
efficient back-end routers design approaches are detailed in Sec. 4.1. Sec. 4.2 presents
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the energy consumption and back-end routers cost comparison of proposed design
approaches with the optimal and existing design methods. Finally we conclude this
chapter in Sec. 4.3.
4.1 Energy efficient back-end routers design
Capacity to handle traffic is the basic requirement when designing a high perfor-
mance MSSR to satisfy the peak load demand. However, the approach of sizing
back-end routers on the peak demand does not translate into energy efficient con-
figuration. Given the increasing importance of energy saving in networks, back-end
router design should consider energy consumption in addition to peak load capac-
ity requirement. To achieve this goal, we propose three different back-end routers
design approaches: a goal programming based methodology, a heuristic and a lo-
cally optimal approach, described in detail in the subsections 4.1.1, 4.1.2, and 4.1.3
respectively.
All design approaches assumes the following input parameters:
• splittable input traffic Tt ∈ R: an average traffic profile, derived by estimates
or measures, and sampled every time t;
• set of available PCs to be used as back-end routers. Let S be a set of groups
of PCs of different types. Each PC in the same group is characterized by the
same power consumption Pk ∈ R, routing capacity Ck ∈ R, and hardware cost
Wk ∈ R. In the design phase, in each group k ∈ S, PCs are assumed to be
available in infinite number.
4.1.1 Goal programming design approach
The goal programming design approach models the energy efficient MSSR design
as a preemptive goal programming problem. The model has two objectives: energy
minimization and cost minimization. The primary objective is to minimize the
energy consumption of the back-end routers over the traffic sampling duration. This
defines the the number of PCs, Nk, from each group k to be used as a back-end router
in the MSSR architecture. The problem is constrained by each router capacity and
a maximum admissible budget I. The budget constraint is used to keep the MSSR
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cost under control. The problem is formulated as follows:
minimize
O(t,k) =
∑
t
∑
k PkNkαt (4.1)
subject to ∑
k CkNkαt ≥ Tt ∀t (4.2)∑
kWkNk ≤ I ∀k ∈ S (4.3)
0 ≤ Nkαt ≤ Nk ∀k ∈ S,∀t, (4.4)
Nk,Nkαt ∈ N
αt ∈ [0,1]
The solution to the optimization problem (4.1) – (4.4) is the number of PCs Nk
from each group k to be used to build the back-end routers configuration. (4.2)
adapts Nk by αt ∈ [0,1] defining the suitable Nk composition that satisfies Tt at
each sampling instance t. It takes into account the energy saving algorithms running
after the initial design phase to adapt the designed configuration to the input traffic
demand Tt. (4.3) ensures that the hardware cost of the selected PCs should not
exceed the maximum cost I and (4.4) bounds the number of PCs needed at each
sampling time t within Nk.
The objective function, O(t,k), minimizes the sum of each sampling instance
active configuration power dissipation. This is equivalent to minimizing the energy
consumption of MSSR architecture over a specified period. Note that the active
configuration at time instance t consists of only Nkαt PCs from each group k. Hence,
the power dissipation of a MSSR configuration varies for each sampling time t.
If the maximum admissible budget I, which is difficult to set up a priori, is too
large with respect to traffic needs, the first design phase could result in an over-sized
configuration because the optimization target is the energy consumption. This situ-
ation may incur unnecessary cost to set up the back-end router configuration. Thus,
we define a second step that optimize the cost of the back-end routers by tailoring
any possibly over-sized configuration obtained in the first step. To maintain the
primary objective, we enforce the energy cost obtained from the energy optimiza-
tion problem as an equality constraint and build the budget optimization model as
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follows:
minimize
O(k) =
∑
kWkNk (4.5)
subject to ∑
k CkNkαt ≥ Tt ∀t (4.6)
0 ≤ Nkαt ≤ Nk ∀t,∀k ∈ S (4.7)∑
t
∑
k PkNkαt = O(t,k) (4.8)
Nk,Nkαt ∈ N
αt ∈ [0,1]
Constraints (4.6) and (4.7) have the same meaning as in (4.2) and (4.4) respec-
tively. (4.8) guarantees that the new back-end routers configuration dissipates the
same power as in the previous phase. As pointed out earlier the primary objective
represents the sum of each sampling instance active devices power dissipation. Thus
the cost minimization step, except trimming any excess devices from the configura-
tion, should not affect the primary objective. This is achieved through minimization
of the total cost while maintaining the primary objective and satisfying the traffic
demand at each time t which is a problem defined through (4.5) – (4.8).
In summary, equations (4.1) – (4.8) define a preemptive goal programming model
that minimizes the aggregate energy consumption of back-end routers over a speci-
fied period with right cluster cost.
4.1.2 Heuristic design approach
The heuristic approach defines the back-end routers configuration by greedily choos-
ing the most efficient PCs until the traffic requirement is satisfied. The PCs efficiency
is defined as performance per unit watt.
ηk =
Ck
Pk
(4.9)
Since we assume infinite PCs for each group, only the most efficient group k is used
to build the back-end routers cluster. Thus, the number of PCs, Nk, required to
handle a peak load Tmax is simply computed as:
Nk =
⌈
Tmax
Ck
⌉
(4.10)
where
Tmax = max(Tt) (4.11)
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As discussed in Chapter 2, similar cluster design approaches exist in the literature.
The Google cluster architecture [49] considers performance per unit of price as PCs
selection criteria to setup a cluster configuration. This approach gives priority to
commodity-class PCs to high-end multi-processor servers because of their cost ad-
vantage. The other and most common way of resizing a cluster capacity is to use
servers with best absolute performance such that the cluster handles peak load with
fewer reliable computers [51,52]. In both cases the clusters have not been analyzed
for power consumption. In the design validation section we will compare the energy
cost of the clusters designed by these design schemes with those of our proposed
design techniques.
4.1.3 Locally optimal design approach
This optimal design approach defines the optimal back-end routers configuration
considering only the peak load. The problem is therefore defined as: given a peak
load Tmax as define in (4.11) and a set of group of PCs, S, where each PC in group
k ∈ R is characterized by the same power consumption Pk ∈ R and routing capacity
Ck ∈ R, select a subset of S within a budget constraint that minimize the power
consumption of the back-end router configuration and satisfy the peak load demand.
It is formulated as follows:
minimize ∑
k PkNk (4.12)
subject to ∑
k CkNk ≥ Tmax (4.13)∑
kWkNk ≤ I ∀k ∈ S (4.14)
Nk ∈ N
(4.12) – (4.14) is a simplified form of (4.1) – (4.4) with a single sampling time,
i.e. the peak load sampling time. Thus the decision variable αt has no meaning and
Tt is replaced by Tmax. Once the back-end router configuration is set up, i.e. Nk is
known from each group k, then this configuration is used as a basis for the other
sampling time t adjusted (by energy saving algorithms deployed after the design
stage) to the traffic demand Tt at each sampling instance. Of course this design is
not globally optimal since an optimal configuration in one load condition will not be
optimal (even after adjustment by energy saving algorithms) under another load.
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Figure 4.1. Input traffic trace used in the experiment
4.2 Design validation
In this section we discuss the performance of the proposed approaches through
experimental results. First we discuss inputs to the design problem: the traffic traces
and the experimental scenario. Then, we present the main results and discuss the
results in detail in the following subsections.
4.2.1 Traffic traces
Instead of defining a synthetic traffic load with a typical day and night behavior, we
captured traffic from Twente university core router to derive the input traffic load.
To build large MSSR, traffic was scaled up while keeping the ratio among traffic
loads at different sampling time. We used Perl scripts to aggregate the traces into
5min, 15min, 30min and 60min time interval. Then, we averaged the traffic volume
over a week to get a per day volume statistics. Fig. 4.1 shows the 5min and 60min
volume traces. We did not include the 15 and 30min curves for the sake of clarity,
but they show a similar behavior.
4.2.2 Experimental setup
The following four groups of PCs are used as input to the model [10, 11, 35]:
An infinite number of PCs in each group is assumed in the design phase. Based on
this setup, we compare the different design approaches in terms of energy consump-
tion and cost of back-end routers configuration.
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• Design-I : builds a back-end routers cluster by choosing PCs with highest per-
formance/price ratio [49]. As discussed in Chapter 2, this approach minimize
the cost of the cluster which we verify through our simulation. It achieves this
goal by giving high priority to commodity PCs to set up the cluster because
of their cost advantage.
• Design-II : builds a back-end routers cluster by choosing PCs with the highest
performance (i.e, routing capacity) [51, 52]. This approach is the most widely
used cluster sizing technique. In this case, the design approach prioritize high-
end PCs to take advantage of the absolute performance they provide and to
ensure hardware reliability.
• Design-III : builds a back-end routers cluster by choosing PCs with the highest
performance/power ratio. This is the heuristic cluster design scheme proposed
in this chapter. It orders the group of PCs according to their efficiency (perfor-
mance/power ratio) and selects the most efficient group to design the cluster.
• Design-IV : This approach is another design scheme proposed. It designs the
back-end routers cluster by locally optimizing the configuration at the peak
load. Then this configuration output will be used as a basis for other traffic
input sampled at a different time.
• Design-V,Ix: This is our third back-end routers cluster design scheme. It
solves the optimization problem defined in (4.1) – (4.8) for different budget
constraints Ix where x = 1,2,...n and I1 < I2 < ... < In to set up the cluster.
In comparing these design approaches, we derive the energy consumption over a
period of 24 hours. The optimal solution which is obtained by solving the following
Group Parameters
Group Ck (Mbps) Pk (W) Wk (Units)
I 6500 75 250
II 8700 95 400
III 10000 120 500
IV 8500 92 400
Table 4.1. Group of PCs and corresponding parameters used in the back-
end router cluster design
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Integer Linear programming (ILP) model will be used as a reference for comparison:
minimize
Ooptimal =
∑
k PkNk (4.15)
subject to ∑
k CkNk ≥ Tt (4.16)
Nk ∈ N
Note that we do not have any additional constraint in this model, except to guarantee
the capacity for the traffic load and solved for each sampling time t independently.
We also assume that algorithms similar to those presented in Chapter 3 will
be used to turn on/off PCs at each traffic sampling time to adapt a configuration
setup by the different cluster design schemes to the traffic demand. To avoid any
approximations, however, we rely on CPLEX [64] to collect the results.
4.2.3 Results
In this subsection we compare the back-end routers selected by the different design
approaches from the energy consumption and cost perspective. We also discuss the
impact of traffic sampling interval on each design approaches.
Energy consumption
Fig. 4.2 compares the power dissipation of the different configurations. The result is
based on the 60 minutes input traffic sampling. The figure is split into two figures
for clarity. The optimal solution (labeled as ”Optimal”) obtained by solving the
ILP model (4.15) – (4.16) is included in both graphs as a reference. It is the lower
limit to the energy consumption of back-end routers defined by the other design
approaches. One can also observe from both figures that all the design approaches
result in an energy proportional cluster configuration except that the efficiency of
the energy saving algorithms differ under different design approaches.
Fig. 4.2(a) presents power dissipation of a cluster designed by goal programming
approach for different initial investment Ix. It is easy to see that the most constrained
design (Design-V,I1) is the least energy efficient. This is because, constrained by
budget, the optimization problem has no option but to choose PCs with least cost
though they are not energy efficient. However, as the budget is relaxed, the back-end
routers energy efficiency improves where the least constrained design (Design-V,I4)
is the most efficient. Design-V,I4 has the same performance as the optimal solution
because extreme relaxation of the initial investment is the same as no constraint at
all which is the case of the optimal solution.
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Figure 4.2. Power dissipation of back-end PCs defined by different design ap-
proaches (based on 60min traffic sampling)
Fig. 4.2(b) compares the power dissipation of Design-I, Design-II, Design-III,
Design-IV and Design-V. Only of the goal programming approach, i.e Design-V,I3,
is reported in this plot for comparison with the other design approaches. The reason
of choosing Design-V,I3 will be clear soon while we discuss about the cost of the back-
end router cluster cost in Subsection 4.2.3. But this result shows that Design-V,I3 is
performing better than the others and Design-II is the worst cluster design approach
from energy cost perspective. To distinguish among the other design approaches’
performance, we report the energy consumption of the back-end routers computed
using (3.32) which is equivalent to computing the area under each power curve.
The result is shown for a 24 hrs traffic pattern in Fig. 4.3(a) and Fig. 4.3(b).
Fig. 4.3(b) confirms that Design-II consumes the highest energy in the specified
period. This design approach gives priority to high performance devices to setup the
back-end routers cluster. Since the high-end servers have large capacity granularity,
resizing the configuration to the input traffic mostly ends up in wasting some ca-
pacity. Thus, less loaded PCs in the back-end are sources of energy inefficiency and
the energy required by this approach is roughly 2kWh larger than the one required
by the optimal algorithm per day.
The design principle that configures back-end routers based on performance/price
ratio, Design-I, has better tailoring properties as it give priority to mid-range PCs
that have relatively smaller capacity and consume less energy, making it easier to
match input traffic. This yields roughly 1kWh (per day) less energy consumption
than Design-II, although it is fairly far from the optimal.
Design-IV is comparable to the goal programming approach, being roughly
0.25kWh less efficient than the optimal solution over 24 hours. Since this design
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Figure 4.3. Energy consumption of back-end PCs defined by different design
approaches (based on 60min traffic sampling)
approach is based on optimization problem, the cluster is composed of heteroge-
neous PCs from different groups giving more flexibility to resize the back-end PCs
to match the load demand. The design scheme is only locally optimal to the peak
load, and hence less efficient compared to the goal programming (Design-V,I3) or
the optimal approach.
Design-III, on the other hand, performs worse than the two other proposed design
schemes. In this design approach, even though best efficient group is chosen to set
up the cluster, the cluster is composed of homogeneous PCs making it less efficient
to tune the cluster to the input traffic load.
The curves labeled Design-III, Design-IV, and Design-V,Ix are the energy con-
sumption of back-end routers cluster design approaches proposed in this thesis. Goal
programming technique outperforms the other design approaches if not under very
tight budget constraint (see label Design-V,I1 in Fig. 4.3(a)) in which case the en-
ergy consumption is similar to Design-III and Design-I (See Fig. 4.3(b)). However,
with less strict budget requirements, goal programming performance is very close
to the optimal solution (see label Design-V,I3 and Design-V,I4), saving up to 1-
2 kWh every day if compared to other design approaches. The goal programming
approach is more efficient because it selects PCs from heterogeneous groups giving
more flexibility to resize the back-end PCs to match input traffic.
The proposed design approaches save roughly 10% of energy when compared
to existing design techniques. This figure even rises to 20% for the goal program-
ming design approach if the budget constraint is further relaxed. Therefore these
design approaches supplement the energy saving algorithms proposed in Chapter 3
to achieve saving higher than the reported 57.44% saving.
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Back-end router cluster cost
Since cost is always a key consideration, it is important to compare the cost of
back-end routers defined by different design approaches, as shown in Fig. 4.4. As
expected, Design-I has the least price because it is based on the performance/price
ratio selection criteria which tries to minimize price while increasing performance.
Design-V,I1 has similar costs mainly because of the tight initial investment con-
straint. It is also interesting to note that the two approaches have similar energy
efficiency, as shown in Fig. 4.3(b). However, the cost of Design-V,Ix increases as the
problem is less and less constrained by initial investment while the energy consump-
tion decreases. The goal programming solution comparable to the optimal solution,
i.e. Design-V,I4, costs '1.5-2 times larger than any of the other approaches. From
all possible Design-V constrained by different initial investment Ix, Design-V,I3 has
similar costs with the other design approaches but it achieves near optimal energy ef-
ficiency. That is why we considered Design-V,I3 to compare its energy consumption
with the other design approaches in the previous results. Design-V,I3 is preferable
for the reason that we are comparing design approaches with similar cost and in
addition we considered a design output which has energy efficiency as close as the
optimal while minimizing the cost. But, in general, there is a trade-off between
energy efficiency and cost in goal programming back-end routers design approach
which can be controlled by selecting a proper budget constraint.
Except the best goal programming approach, all other design approaches have
similar cost. At least with the considered set of PCs, which are those available on
the market today, energy efficiency seems to be one of the most important metric
in designing back-end routers cluster.
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Figure 4.4. Cluster cost for different design approaches
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Figure 4.5. Energy consumption: Design-I, Design-II, Design-III, Design-IV, and
Design-V,I3 (based on 15min and 60min traffic sampling)
Sampling interval impact on design appraoches
We also analyzed the impact of traffic sampling intervals on energy efficiency. We
analyzed the energy consumption of the back-end PCs using traffic traces sampled
every 5min, 15min, 30min and 60min. Fig. 4.5(a) and Fig. 4.5(b) present energy
consumption of back-end router cluster defined by the different design approaches
under 15min and 60min traffic sampling respectively. Comparing Fig. 4.5(a) and
Fig. 4.5(b) reveals that energy consumption depends only slightly on traffic sam-
pling interval. For instance, if we consider goal programming design approach, the
difference in energy consumption is only 44 Wh over 24 hour period if the clus-
ter is designed based on 15min and 60min. We present here the 15min and 60min
sampling but the trend is similar for 5min and 30min sampling as well.
However, if the back-end routers cluster is analyzed under a sampling interval
for which it was not designed, the results are different as shown in Fig. 4.6. We
considered a cluster designed based on 60min sampling, later analyzed for its energy
consumption under the same traffic trace but for a 5min sampling interval. The curve
labeled ”Design-X/Sampling-Y” represents a back-end PCs designed under ”X min”
traffic sampling but analyzed for energy consumption under ”Y min” sampling. The
figure shows the difference in energy consumption for a MSSR designed for 60min
and analyzed for 60min and 5min traffic sampling time. The mismatch accounts for
0.8 kWh per day. This implies that algorithms responsible to resize the back-end
routers configuration after initial deployment should stick to the sampling time used
during the design phase to reduce energy inefficiency.
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4.3 Conclusions
We proposed three different energy efficient back-end routers design approaches that
make energy saving algorithms more efficient. They permit to save up to 10% of
energy with respect to existing design approaches for similar budget. Savings could
raise to 20% for the goal programming design approach if the budget constraint is
further relaxed.
The traffic sampling interval is not so fundamental in designing energy efficient
back-end routers. But, if back-end PCs are designed for a given sampling time,
algorithms responsible to resize the configuration for variable traffic load should
stick to the sampling time used during the design stage for better efficiency.
Although we considered the specific design scenario of a MSSR architecture, the
proposed design approaches can be used in any cluster design that involve PCs as
the basic computational resources.
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Chapter 5
Multistage architecture network
management
In Chapter 1 we discussed that the MSSR advantages come at the cost of control
and management complexity. This complexity problem has partially been addressed
from the control plane perspective [19]: An internal control protocol named DIST
has been developed to: i) configure the architecture; ii) coordinate the routing
process among back-end routers and the load balancing function among LBs; and
iii) provide automatic fault recovery mechanisms. Furthermore, DIST dynamically
maps the virtualCP on one of the back-end routers.
In Chapter 3 and 4 we discussed MSSR energy management in detail. In this
chapter we tackle the information management issue in MSSR architecture. After
briefly introducing management information organization, we discuss MSSR archi-
tecture management complexity problems (Section 5.1) and set management re-
quirements to build a management system suitable for MSSR (Sec. 5.2). Then in
Sections 5.3.1, 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 we describe the solution to the MSSR internal net-
work management problem detailing required communication model modification
and methods on how to create a unified information management system that rep-
resents the MSSR architecture. Scalability analysis of proposed solution is detailed
in Section 5.3.4. Finally in Section 5.3.5 we briefly discuss the proposed solution
implementation and conclude the chapter in Section 5.4.
5.1 Problem description
Networks require management procedures to monitor and control their operation.
To reach this goal, network devices keep track of management information, such
as cross-traffic, interface status and general system statistics. This information
is organized into a management information base (MIB) [53] accessible through
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different management protocols such as SNMP, NetConf and NetFlow [56,69,70].
The MIB is organized in a tree structure for individual network devices: objects,
ranging from scalar objects such as the system up time to tabular objects, such as
the routing table, are represented as tree leaves. A MIB object has the following
specifications: a unique name, attributes and valid operations that can be performed
on the objects (read and write). A numeric tag, called object identifier (OID), is
used to navigate through the tree to uniquely identify each MIB object.
Individual devices in a network has its own MIB and hence MIB variables are
directly accessible. The MSSR architecture, however, has a unique characteristics.
It is different from local area network in that the internal network has to be hidden
from external network mimicking a single device. It is different as well from a single
device because internally it is composed of devices having independent computing
capability. From management perspective this means that the MIB information
is distributed among different internal elements and none of them represents the
multistage architecture. For example consider the sysUpTime1. Each internal com-
ponent in MSSR has its own sysUpTime but which one represents the up time of the
multistage architecture as a whole? Or do we need to generate a new sysUpTime?
Analyzing such management related questions to create a unique MIB for multistage
software router requires additional complexity.
In this chapter we discuss building a multistage software router MIB from the
internally distributed management information among internal components. There-
fore the problem of MSSR information management can be seen as the problem
of mapping and/or combining the distributed information into an aggregated view.
This problem is twofold: i) definition of a communication model to collect the dis-
tributed data and ii) mapping the various data to create a single-entity view. We
define an internal network manager that coordinate the internal elements and oper-
ate on the MIB information distributed among the internal elements to create such
a single-entity view.
In addition the internal network manager has to work in coordination with other
modules, such as the multistage energy saving module described in Chapter 3, that
affects management operation. Turned off devices by the energy saving algorithms
are not available to respond to a management request. Consequently a multistage
management system need to track such unaccessible information for consistent man-
agement.
Access to management information is further complicated if any of the internal
device is not management capable. For instance LBs implemented in FPGA [26] are
not management capable because these devices do not support management agents
1sysUpTime is the time (in hundredths of a second) since the network management portion of
the MSSR architecture was last re-initialized [53].
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which are responsible to respond to management requests. Therefore it is not possi-
ble to request for management information at all if the devices are not management
capable. Whenever it is possible to request for management information, these de-
vices track only limited number of the vast majority of management information.
The obvious question to answer is that how does the MSSR build its management
information from internal devices under this condition?
Addressing these and similar challenges require either modification of existing
functional areas of network management [71,72] or definition of new design require-
ments and new approach to manage MSSR architectures. In this thesis we took
the later road and present our proposal to solve the above described management
complication.
5.2 Multistage architecture internal network man-
agement requirements
In this section we discuss multistage network management design requirements which
guides us in proposing an MSSR management solution and evaluating its feasibility.
We identified the following four management requirements and a fifth one is included
as a future work.
1) Unified management information: MSSR is build on the principle that
the whole architecture will be viewed as a single device to external network. This
principle applies for the management information as well. Hence the multistage
architecture should have a single MIB, which could be virtual or accessible locally
to the internal manager, representing the whole architecture. Management informa-
tion unification is necessary because each component in the multistage architecture,
as an independent element, stores its own management information. That is, the
management information is dispersed internally and there is no single management
information base (MIB) representing the whole multistage architecture. Therefore
building such a unified MIB is one of the fundamental requirements.
2) Management information coherence: The internal network is prone to
failure. In such situation management information of the failed device is not ac-
cessible. Besides internal component failures, other functional modules of the ar-
chitecture controls the internal devices in achieving some objective. For instance,
the energy module proposed in Chapter 3 turns off back-end routers to save energy
consumption of the architecture. During this off period, the MIB of the turned off
device is not available to the internal manager. Those internal fluctuations result
in management information inconsistency when observed by the external manager
unless the internal manager copes up with such internal effects.
3) Scalability: The internal manager runs on one of the back-end router;
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namely the virtualCP. The amount of management information to be gathered from
internal devices at any time should not impede the performance of the virtualCP
as it is responsible for internal architecture coordination. Furthermore excessive
management information (if any) should not affect internal link bandwidth espe-
cially that of the VirtualCP. Thus, in designing a multistage management system,
scalability should have to be taken into account as well.
4) Predict non-management capable devices management information:
Some internal devices, for instance LBs implemented on NetFPGA, of the MSSR
architecture do not have management capability. In other words, the standard
management agents do not run in these devices to collect management information.
The internal manager, therefore, has to predict information related to devices that
do not have management capability.
5.3 Proposed management architecture
Given the MSSR management system requirements, we present our solution to the
management challenges an MSSR architecture faces in the following sections. The
proposal is based on building a virtual MIB. That is the virtualCP does not have
most of required management information locally rather collects the information
from internal devices and compiles it at the time an external manager requests for
it. This design approach has the advantage of being scalable as will be discussed
later in this chapter. The other design approach could be to build a MIB local to
the virtualCP and regularly update the MIB with the information collected from
internal devices irrespective of a request from external manager. This could results
in management information flooding in the internal network and could threat the
management system as well as the whole architecture scalability. We postponed this
research as a future activity.
As detailed in Section 2.2, SNMP is successful in network management and it is
a widely deployed protocol. And hence we consider SNMP as preferred management
protocol for MSSR network management as well. We also adopted the hierarchical
architecture management approach shown in Fig. 5.1 as a network management
systems (NMS). It uses the concept of manager of managers sitting at a higher level
and requesting information from smaller domain managers in a tree like fashion.
We propose an SNMP dual-role entity named aggregator that coordinates the
internal, independently running, SNMP agents and interacts with the external man-
agers issuing SNMP requests. The aggregator is logically one of the modules of the
virtualCP, the entity in charge of architecture control and coordination. However,
it may run independently of other modules, possibly in a different back-end router.
Load balancers redirect any external SNMP requests to the aggregator. When
an SNMP request is received, the aggregator queries the internal SNMP agents to
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Figure 5.1. Management System used in multistage Software Router:
logical architecture
obtain the required MIB information and aggregates the information representing
the whole multistage architecture. In other words, the aggregator is a dual-role
entity located at the mid-level of the hierarchy: for external managers it acts as an
agent and for internal agents it acts as a manager.
In terms of real implementation, whereas LBs and the switch (may) run an
SNMP agent, back-end routers host both the aggregator and the agent functionali-
ties. More precisely, each back-end router runs two instances of an SNMP process:
an aggregator (listening on the standard SNMP port to be reachable from exter-
nal hosts) and a standard agent listening on a different (configurable) port, used
for internal communication only. Even if all the back-end routers are listening on
the standard SNMP port, only one aggregator handles the external requests, be-
cause LBs forward SNMP request to the active aggregator only which resides on the
back-end router designated as the one hosting the virtualCP by the DIST protocol.
The standard SNMP agent instance permits to have the same interface towards all
elements of the architecture and is used to collect the local information.
All back-end routers run both SNMP instances for resilience purpose. Indeed,
if the currently active aggregator fails, another one can quickly take over, avoiding
management failures. The take over procedure is taken care by the DIST protocol.
When DIST detects a failure of the current aggregator, it elects a new one and
reconfigures the LBs to properly redirect SNMP traffic.
Observe that not all the internal elements may be SNMP-capable. Whereas back-
end routers can be assumed to be SNMP-capable because they are based on Linux
PCs, LBs, especially if hardware based, might not run an SNMP agent. Therefore,
we assume two classes of load balancers: SNMP-capable and SNMP-incapable. This
assumption affects the way in which the aggregator collects and computes MIB vari-
ables. In the first case, the aggregator can directly collect the proper information
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from the LBs agents. In the second case, either some MIB variables are approxi-
mated on the basis of the data available at the back-end routers or an alternative
collection mechanism is deployed, as detailed in Sec. 5.3.3. This is in line with one of
the management requirements listed in Section 5.2, i.e. predicting non-management
capable devices management information.
To ease information sharing among aggregators (which is needed for a quick
takeover in case of failure) and communication with the DIST protocol entity, the
architecture also comprises a database. Among others, the database stores config-
uration information of the internal elements and most MIB counters. If the LB is
not SNMP-capable, a minimal set of interface statistics, namely the received/trans-
mitted bytes/packets and the link speed information are also saved in the database.
The database is important, in general, to keep management information coherence.
Database resilience issues are not discussed because standard techniques can be
adopted.
The proposed aggregator module shares some features with the SNMP proxy
agent, documented in RFC 2576 [73]. However the purpose of a proxy agent is
message translation between the different SNMP versions, while the work presented
here focuses on creating a single-entity view of the multistage architecture to be
presented to external SNMP-capable peers.
5.3.1 Manager-agent communication model
The standard communication scenario used in SNMP [74] works for a single device
which has all the information in the local MIB. However, in the studied multistage
architecture, as already stated, the aggregator does not have the whole information
locally available. This requires a modification to the standard SNMP manager-agent
communication model.
Fig. 5.2 shows the modified manager-agent communication model. The steps
highlighted in the dashed box are the required extension to deal with the multistage
architecture. Upon a request reception, the aggregator agent decodes the request
to extract the object identifiers (OIDs) and checks the variable availability. If the
variable is locally available, the aggregator manager responds reporting the current
variable value. Otherwise, the aggregator sends SNMP requests to the appropriate
internal element(s), collects the response(s) received within a given timeout 2 and, if
required, aggregates the data to create the single-entity MIB variable. Finally, the
aggregator agent answers to the original external SNMP request.
If multiple responses are expected from the internal elements, a response to the
external manager’s request is sent on the basis of the available information at a given
time, even if some responses from internal agents are not available yet. For those
2In our implementation, the internal timeout was set to one second
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Figure 5.2. Modified manager-agent communication model for the mul-
tistage software router
elements which did not respond for whatever reason, the aggregator uses, if available,
the corresponding variable value saved in the database at the previous successful
request. On reception of a new request for a counter type MIB variable, if the agent
comes back to service, the aggregator checks to detect any variable re-initialization:
if found, the old value contained in the database and the newly available counter
value are summed up to mask the discontinuity. This compensation guarantees that
counters are kept monotonically increasing. Violating the monotonicity behavior of
counters would be disturbing for the external management software, because these
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values are typically used to compute temporal trends.
5.3.2 multistage router MIB
In the MIB definition of our multistage software router architecture, we mainly
consider, among all variables defined in the MIB tree, the system, the interface (IF)
and the IP group objects and demonstrate on how to build a unified management
information for MSSR architecture. This is one of the main MSSR management
requirements that we want to achieve (See Section 5.2 for detail).
The MIB variables can be grouped into two main categories, based on how the
aggregator computes the response:
Global Variables This category contains variables which are global for the mul-
tistage software router, e.g., the routing table (ipRouteTable), the system up time
(sysUpTime) or the system name (sysName). These variables do not depend on a
specific internal element; hence, they are stored in the database to ease information
sharing among all aggregators. A response to an external SNMP request for this
type of variables translates simply into a query to the database. The database might
be populated by the aggregator itself or by the DIST daemon depending on the spe-
cific information. For example, the system name is provided by the aggregator,
while the routing information is updated by DIST.
Collected Variables This category comprises all the variables requiring collection
of data from one or more internal agents, e.g., interface information. A further
division is between specific and aggregated variables. Specific variables can be fetched
through a single request to a specific internal element. This group comprises all the
variables containing specific properties of an internal element, e.g., the link status
(ifOperStatus) or the link speed (ifSpeed). Instead, aggregate variables need multiple
queries to different internal agents and require some kind of data aggregation. For
instance, the total number of received packets at the IP layer (ipInReceives) or the
discarded packets at the interface (ifInDiscards) are computed using counters from
several internal elements.
5.3.3 Single-entity management information view: the case
of aggregate variables
Global and collected variables are easy to handle: a simple request forwarding either
to the database manager or to an internal agent is needed. Thus, we focus on how
to compute the more complex aggregate variables. These variables mainly comprise
IF and IP counters.
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Fig. 5.3 shows the main counters involved during packet forwarding, both in a
single device router and in the multistage software router. The challenge is to define
a mapping between the counters on the left, representing the single-entity view we
want to achieve, and the counters on the right distributed over the three stages of
the multistage architecture. In the following subsections we present such mapping.
Where ambiguity might exist, we use an over-line to indicate the mapped computed
variables and the superscript LB and BR for counters at LB or back-end router
interface respectively. Furthermore, for simplicity, we define ifInPkts as the sum
of both unicast (ifInUcastPkts) and non-unicast (ifInNUcastPkts) packets.
ifInOctets, ifInErrors and ifInUnknownProtos
ifInOctets, ifInErrors and ifInUnknownProtos count respectively the number
of received bytes, the number of discarded packets due to errors and to unknown/un-
supported protocols. These counters are interface specific and, therefore, simply
treated as collected variables.
As already introduced earlier, the computation of MIB variables may be difficult
because some elements may be non SNMP-capable. For this reason, we consider
three different cases:
• SNMP-capable LBs: SNMP messages are used;
• SNMP-incapable, DIST-capable LBs: The existing control plane is extended
to transport minimal traffic statistics (e.g. packet and byte counters);
• SNMP-incapable and DIST-incapable LBs: Data collection is not possible.
Counters are approximated using the information available at the back-end
routers (which are SNMP-capable), assuming a uniform distribution of traffic
among front-end interfaces. Unfortunately, ifInErrors and ifInUnknownProtos
variables are not available in this case, because these events occur at LBs’ in-
terfaces only.
Similar considerations apply to the outgoing counterparts: ifOutOctets, ifOutErrors
and ifOutUnknownProtos.
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ifInDiscards
As defined in the RFC 1213 [53], the variable ifInDiscards counts the packets
which, even if correct at reception time, are discarded by the device for any rea-
son. We use this definition to compute all packets lost while traversing the internal
network of the multistage architecture. However, it is not possible to track the ex-
act path (and thereof the exact counters involved) of each packet within the multi-
stage architecture, due to the unpredictable decision of the load balancing scheduler.
Hence, we define Di as the share of packets internally discarded for interface i.
Di is computed as the difference of the correctly received packets at the input
interface of the LB (ifInPktsLBi ) and the sum of correctly received packets at all
the interfaces of the back-end routers RBR, weighted by wi, the percentage of traffic
received at interface i. RBR and wi are computed as:
RBR =
M∑
j=1
(ifInPktsBRj ) (5.1)
wi =
ifInOctetsLBi∑N
k=1 ifInOctets
LB
k
(5.2)
where M is the total number of back-end router interfaces, and N the total number
of external LBs interfaces. Thus,
Di = ifInPkts
LB
i − wiR
BR (5.3)
ifInDiscardsi = ifInDiscards
LB
i +Di (5.4)
The above formulas make the implicit assumption that the loss probability is the
same on all internal paths, but it has the nice property of being completely indepen-
dent of the internal load balancing scheme adopted. Thanks to this property, the
same procedure can also be applied on the reverse path to compute ifOutDiscardi
without knowing the result of the routing operation.
In case of SNMP-incapable and DIST-incapable LB, ifInDiscardsi is directly
approximated by Di, replacing ifInOctets and ifInPkts in Eq. (5.1)-(5.4) with the
received bytes rxBytes and received packets rxPkts statistics, respectively, stored
in the database by DIST.
ifInPkts
ifInPkts is the sum of all the corresponding counters at the back-end routers
weighted by wi.
ifInPktsLBi = wi(
M∑
j=1
ifInPktsBRj ) (5.5)
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For SNMP-incapable and DIST-incapable LB the same substitution as for ifInDiscards
apply.
IP counters
The IP counters are located only at the back-end routers. The mapping consists of
the sum of all the corresponding IP counters at the back-end routers. For instance,
ipInReceives is computed as:
ipInReceives =
M∑
j=1
ipInReceivesBRj (5.6)
sysUpT ime
In addition to the above counters, a special mention is needed for the sysUpT ime,
a global variable used to store the elapsed time since the management system was
running. This information is used as a time reference for the other variables by the
external management software, to plot temporal graphs. Given that the aggregator
can run on different back-end routers at different time, it is important that the
sysUpT ime is not related to a specific instance of the aggregator, but rather tied to
the up time of the whole architecture. To achieve this, the first aggregator stores the
reference startup time into the database. When an aggregator fails and another takes
over, the start up information remains the same. The sysUpT ime is re-initialized if
and only if all the back-end routers fail.
5.3.4 Scalability analysis
The use of a centralized aggregator has the advantage of reduced management com-
plexity. However, scalability issue might arise due to the concentration of SNMP
traffic. We said in Section 5.2 scalability should be considered as one of the man-
agement system requirement. Thus, we try to estimate the amount of SNMP traffic
internally generated to process an external SNMP request. The worst case scenario
is a request for IfInDiscards, because it implies the collection of the largest number
of variables from the multistage architecture (see Eq. (5.1)-(5.4)).
As reported in Section 5.3.3,M is the total number of back-end router interfaces,
meanwhile N is the total number of external LB interfaces. Eq. (5.1) requires to
collect 2M variables, because IfInPkts is the sum of two variables and Eq. (5.2)
requires N variables. Furthermore, three more variables are needed for Eq. (5.3)
and (5.4). In the worst case, for each variable two SNMP messages (request and
response) are required. Typically, the management station repeats the requests in
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time to plot temporal graphs and keep device history. Therefore, the amount of
management traffic can be computed as:
total traffic =
2(2M +N + 3)S
T
≈
2(2M +N)S
T
(5.7)
where S is the SNMPmessage size, typically about 100 bytes for SNMP response [75],
and T is the update period, typically set to about 5 minutes.
Let us now consider two scenarios: i) a medium range edge router with 360
interfaces at 1Gbps (i.e. a mid-range 7600 series Cisco router [76]) and ii) a core
router with 16 interfaces at 10Gbps (i.e. a high-end Juniper T series router [20]).
Assuming back-end PCs with 1Gbps routing capability and one LB per interface
(worst case in terms of generated messages), we have that for i) M = 360,N = 360
and for (ii) M = 160,N = 16. Even assuming a very aggressive update period of 1s,
the management traffic would be equal to 216 KBytes/s and 67 Kbytes/s respec-
tively for one MIB variable. Even considering tens of MIB variables traced by the
management station, the management traffic is negligible with respect to the total
forwarding routing capacity, posing no threat to the overall architecture.
The above example considers the worst case scenario where one request is sent
to collect one variable from internal device. In our implementation, however, the
aggregator generates a request containing a list of varbinds to a device to collect
more than one variable instances in one response to reduce SNMP traffic generated
internally. For each additional variable to the list we have an average 18bytes pay-
load. For one variable the SNMP packet average packet size is 100bytes and for two
variables it will be 118bytes and so on. That is, if k is the number of variables in
the varbinds list and l the payload due to one variable in the list, then the total
SNMP traffic generated will be
Total bytes ∼= SNMP packet sizeavg + k × l (5.8)
Thus instead of sending individual request to internal devices, request to multiple
variables are bundled together into a single SNMP message, which would allow to
significantly reduce the number of messages and increase transmission efficiency.
Furthermore, (5.7) overestimates the real internal management traffic, because an
SNMP request is smaller than an SNMP response message.
From these arguments we conclude that the proposed management system scales
well for large size of MSSR and does not pose a threat to the overall architecture
scalability in general.
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5.3.5 Software implementation
The management architecture proposed in this chapter was implemented and verified
in a test-bed, similar to the figure shown in Fig. 1.3. More precisely, the prototype is
based on a customized version of Net-SNMP (ver. 5.4.2.1) [60] and MySQL DBMS
in addition to the software required to implement the multistage architecture.
5.4 Conclusions
The multistage software router, being a distributed router architecture, requires a
coordinated information management to mask the internal structure and to present
the architecture to external managers (e.g. Cacti and MRTG) as a single device.
We defined a hierarchical management system based on three elements (a man-
ager, aggregators and agents) as an extension of the standard manager-agent com-
munication model. The new system consists of a multistage distributed MIB and an
extended communication model, which define the mechanisms to collect data from
distributed elements in a reliable way and to aggregate the data in an unified view.
The net-SNMP 5.4.2.1 [60] implementation has been modified and tested in a small
scale test-bed and its scalability was assessed through simple load computations for
two classical high-end router configurations.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this chapter overall conclusions to the research topics discussed in this thesis in
accordance with the research question identified in Chapter 1 are presented (Sec-
tion 6.1) and finally conclude the thesis by pointing out possible extension and future
research directions in Section 6.2
6.1 Overall conclusions
A multistage software router architecture has the advantage of low cost, flexibility
and programmability over their proprietary networking devices and overcomes a
single PC based software routers performance limitation by offering multiple, parallel
forwarding paths. Scalability issues of single PC based software routers has also been
addressed in MSSR architecture since the number of interfaces as well as performance
can be increased/improved by incrementally adding/upgrading internal elements
seamlessly.
Like many networking devices, the MSSR is typically designed for the peak
traffic and hence a high-end MSSR architecture might require tens or hundreds
of PCs. As the number of internal devices increases, however, MSSR faces two
challenges: control and management complexity and energy wastage during low
traffic periods. The large amount of energy consumption at high load could also
threaten the scalability feature of the MSSR architecture. In addressing these issues,
this thesis dare to develop a centralized MSSR management system that (i) collects
and compiles a unified information management system, and (ii) resize the MSSR
architecture to the input traffic in an efficient way such that the power wastage is
minimized during low load periods.
To solve energy related issues of MSSR architecture, three algorithms, namely
optimal, two-step and on-line differential algorithms, with their respective pros and
cons have been proposed in Chapter 3 to address the Research Question 2. The
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algorithms adapt the energy consumption of multistage software router to a traffic
load by properly choosing a set of active back-end routers to match incoming load.
Results show that the proposed algorithms save up to 57.44% of the architecture
energy consumption compared to the no saving scheme at low loads.
The two-step algorithm takes a divide-and-conquer approach to overcome the
scalability issue of the optimal algorithm. Even if the single steps in the two-step
approach are optimal, the combined solution however is not. This is because the
information required to globally optimize the system is partitioned among the two
steps making them less optimal from a global point of view. The two-step scales
well to a practical size of MSSR architecture and closely approximate the optimal
with a solution quality within 9% difference in the worst case considered.
Both the optimal and two-step algorithms face service disruption and/or in-
creased delay during reconfiguration period. The on-line differential algorithm, even
though less optimal compared to the off-line approaches (both the optimal and two-
step algorithms), has the advantage of being non disruptive and therefore superior
to the off-line approaches in terms of QoS provision. Moreover, it scales well to solve
large size MSSR configuration. The worst case performance gap of on-line algorithm
with with respect to the optimal algorithm is about 27.7% .
In Chapter 4 an energy efficient back-end routers design approaches that supple-
ment the efficiency of energy saving algorithms have been proposed. The back-end
PCs cluster design approaches permit to save up to 10% of energy with respect to
existing design approaches for similar budget constraint. The design schemes in
combination with the energy saving algorithms makes the MSSR implementation
practical by reducing energy wastage in MSSR architecture that could threaten its
scalability feature.
The answer to the Research Question 4 has been provided in Chapter 5. Mul-
tistage architecture is build on the principle that the whole architecture will be
viewed as a single device to external network. This principle applies for the man-
agement information as well. Therefore, a mechanism that coordinated information
management to mask the internal MSSR structure and present the architecture to
external managers as a single device has been proposed as a solution to information
management complexity.
The MSSR management system is designed to satisfy requirements: unified
management view, management information coherence, scalability and capability
to interact with management incapable internal devices. The system consists of
an extended communication model, which defines mechanisms to collect data from
distributed internal elements in a reliable way and aggregate the data to create a
unified management view. A database local to the virtualCP provides mechanism
to mask information inconsistency and also use to store management incapable de-
vices management information. From scalability test, we argued that the proposed
management system scales well and does not pose scalability threat to the overall
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architecture.
6.2 Future research directions
In this section we present some future research directions in MSSR management:
• In Chapter 3 we considered a single link NIC scenario where turning off a link
implied turning off the network card itself. Both the energy saving problem
modeling and simulation can be extended to include a multi-link network card
scenario where saving in the links and NICs are performed separately.
• Our MSSR back-end router cluster design discussed in Chapter 4 does not
consider the QoS issues. Inclusion of such parameter increases the complexity
of the problem but also results in a more complete work. In addition capacity
scaling of an MSSR architecture is performed by adding one or more PCs
to the back-end stage. However, the PCs to be added to the architecture
has to be carefully selected in such a way that the energy efficiency of the
architecture is not compromised. Hence inclusion of quality of service issues
as an additional design requirement and energy efficient capacity scaling could
be potential research activities in future.
• In extending Research Question 4 one could ask if it is possible to develop a
single MIB local to the virtualCP. In Chapter 5 we considered a virtual MIB -
the internal manager has to collect and compile SNMP variables from internal
components upon arrival of a request from external manager. The time need
to collect and compile the variables may increase with the number of inter-
nal devices which could result in response delay. This is undesirable for some
time critical applications. Therefore, compiling the information ahead before
the external manager request for it could be an alternative to reduce dissat-
isfaction by the external manager operator [77, 78]. This requires building a
MIB - a data base that stores compiled management information - local to the
virtualCP and updating frequently whether external managers ask for man-
agement information or not. Thus, responding to an external manger request
just involves querying the local data base which would be much faster than
the method proposed in this thesis. In addition the management system could
include the remaining SNMP features not considered in this thesis, namely
support to SNMP set and trap messages. How to set a MIB variable which is
located in scattered manner in the software router and get trap information
about the software router are other challenges for future work.
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Appendix A
Splittable item with variable bin
size and cost - mapping
The combined problem considering router and link optimization is too complex
and it is not easily mappable to any of the well-known NP-hard problems when
considered in its full form. Thus we consider a simplified version of the combined
problem where the links are not considered, assuming that they are consuming a
negligible amount of energy. In this case the router selection is sufficient to optimize
the overall energy consumption.
The simplified version of our problem is as follows:
minimize
∑
r Prαr (A.1)
s.t.
∑
r tir = 1 ∀i ∈ I (A.2)∑
i Ttir ≤ Crαr ∀r ∈ B (A.3)
αr ∈ {0,1} (A.4)
tir ∈ {0,1} ∨ [0,1] (A.5)
where I is the set of all items to be packed. This formulation is equivalent to the
formulation of the single steps described in Sec. 3.1.2, except for the fact that here
we consider a more general formulation with many items which may be splittable
(e.g. tir ∈ [0,1]) or unsplittable (e.g. tir ∈ {0,1}).
If the items are unsplittable, the problem can be directly mapped to the Gen-
eralized Cost Variable Sized Bin-Packing problem [65], where the items
are represented by traffic flows and the bins by the routers. Since that problem is
NP-hard, then the unsplittable version of our simplified problem is NP-hard as well
as the complete form which introduces the link optimization too.
On the other side, the splittable problem can be mapped to the Knapsack
problem [68], but looking at the allocation problem from a different perspective: the
items to be packed are the routers, meanwhile the knapsack is the traffic (which we
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consider as a single aggregated entity without considering network flows). But in
this case the mapping is not direct as in the previous case, since major differences
are present in the formulation of the problems. In fact, the Knapsack problem is
as follows:
maximize
∑
i vixi (A.6)
s.t.
∑
iwixi ≤ W (A.7)
xi ∈ {0,1} (A.8)
where xi is the selection variable for router i, vi and wi are respectively the value
and the capacity of the router i and W is the size of the traffic. The two main
differences in the formulations are:
1. the Knapsack problem is a maximization problem, while our problem is a
minimization problem, due to the usage of values instead of costs.
2. in the Knapsack problem the total size of selected items must not exceed
W , meanwhile in our case it must be at least equal to W in order to allocate
enough capacity to forward the input traffic T .
The first issue is negligible according that a correct transformation from energy
costs Pi to values vi exists (e.g. vi =
1
Pi
). The second issue is also negligible
according that it is possible to obtain the minimum W ≥ T such that
∑
iwixi ≤ W
and
∑
iwixi ≥ T . If such an algorithm to select the optimal W exists, then our
problem can be mapped directly to the Knapsack problem which is known to be
NP-hard [68], thus the splittable version of our simplified problem is NP-hard as
well as its complete form.
Finally, a simple algorithm to select the optimal W is based on the iterative
solution of a sequence of Knapsack problems, starting withW = T then increasing
W by the minimum unit at every step until the condition in Eq. A.9 is verified:
∑
i
wixi ≤ W ∧
∑
i
wixi ≥ T (A.9)
When the condition in Eq. A.9 is verified the optimal W is obtained as well as the
optimal solution for the simplified energy saving problem.
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